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Two terms, six campaign platforms: Williams's legacy
BY KATIE BARRY

FUSA President Hutchinson Williams
'08 is synonymous with red wigs, face paint
and Fairfield Fridays. But has the man behind the costume achieved what he told the
student body that elected him he would?
When Williams, who is approaching
the midpoint of his second term, first ran
for president in 2006, he claimed six broad
campaign platform points: school unity,
diversity, academics, improving student
and town relations, FUSA unity and creating traditions.
While his campaign platforms were

not necessarily concrete plans, Williams
believes he has fulfilled his part of the election bargain.
"Looking back
to spring 2006, I
think we have made
great strides to all
of those six points,"
he said.
Specifically noting new programs
such as Midnight
WILLIAMS
Madness, the latenight basketball
practice and rally, and older events, such

as the annual Bring in the New Year Bash,
Williams said he has worked diligently to
increase school unity.
Williams also argues he has contributed
more to the Fairfield community than just
school spirit.
"Everyone says I'm about school spirit,
but I prefer to call it school pride. It's all
encompassing; it isn't just about basketball
games. It's about pride in your academics,
your major, your dorm," he said.
In that aspect, Williams looks to the
advancement in peer advising and the event,
major decisions, organized with the Alumni
Association to have alumni return to cam-

pus to discuss their post-graduate lives, as
evidence of his dedication to academics.
Some students, however, believe Williams's efforts are lacking.
"I have not personally felt the impact
of his policies on my academic life," said
Patrick Scanlan '08.
According to Williams, FUSA has continually tried to integrate various cultures
into student life, primarily through events
such as the Black Violins, a black hip hop
and classical music group. Williams has
also worked to increase the FUSA budget
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'He Said':
A column of
conflict
BY JACK MCNAMARA

Women hate it. Class discussions have been devoted to it. It is the
bane of one tour guide's existence.
It is the column, "He Said."
"This time he's gone too far" is what
one Facebook group had to say about the
feature writer, Dan Stanczyk '08.
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Students face uphill battle against textbook costs
books. If the professor wants 150 copies and
we have 15, we go to the computer and start
a want list for the book, so we hunt for 75 on
the used-book market, leaving the rest of the
space open for own students," Farrell said.
"When exam time comes we advertise
like crazy and hope that we get 60 books and
for the balance we go to the publishers, who
are really our partners and we can't abandon
them," she said.
The problem arises, according to Farrell, when professors get their orders in late.
Students are offered 50 percent of the original
price of the book when they sell it back, as
long as the book will be used again the next
semester.
But if the professor has not submitted
his or her order for the next semester or is
changing the book, then
the book is only worth
the resale value, which
is often much less.
"I don't resell my
books because I would
ather give them to
friends, and I don't have
time to sell them during exams," said Kevin
McGreenTO.
Textbook prices
are an issue that has
plagued college campuses for years, and
Connecticut is one of
few states in the country looking to lower the
cost of books by passing
the Textbook Affordability Act in 2006, the first

BY TOM CLEARY

Fairfield English professor Ruth Anne
Baumgartner can remember paying $100 for
all of her textbooks back in college. Today,
students pay that much, sometimes more, for
only one book.
"It is not proportional at all," said Baumgartner. "It is shocking. We have created an
out-of-control monster."
She explained why textbooks are so
expensive.
"Textbook prices are high for a number
of reasons, starting with the fast and furious
used-book market, which started because of
the high cost of books," she said. "I'm not
sure what can be done about it. I have seen
alternatives, such as online publishing, but I
still think it is important to hold
a book in your
hand."
Matt Brennan '10 said,
"Textbooks are
definitely too
expensive. I buy
my books online
through the bookstore because you
don't have to worry about getting
the wrong book,
like through Amazon." '
Barbara Farrell, the bookstore manager at
Fairfield, believes
ogbolaAThe Mirror of now six states to pass
that the answer
to saving stu The heavier the book, the lighter the wallet: the law.
dents money on Despite recent attempts by state legislatures to
The Act only
forces publishers to intextbooks is to alleviate the cost of textbooks, students con, . t,
„ iU tinue to feel the burden of rising prices.
help them sell the

books back to the official campus store.
"We make a real issue out of buying back
books from students," Farrell said. "We paid
to our students $419,000 in cash last year. That
is frankly the largest thing that we can do."
Farrell also explained the process of taking textbook orders from professors during
the fall semester:
"In November we ask the professors for
orders. The first thing we do is take that order
and walk to the shelf and see if there are any

.
, ,. -. t, .
form faculty of textbook

prices and revisions while they are pitching
the books and is far from a permanent solution
to the problem.
Jean Reynolds, a member of the Connecticut Board of Governors for Higher
Education, headed the Connecticut Taskforce
on the Cost of College Textbooks.
"We did a survey of our student population in Connecticut to see if they had any
issues with textbooks and we found that they
did indeed," said Reynolds. "So the taskforce

was mobilized."
The ConnPIRG study on bundled books
She said that the taskforce found that text- concluded that both faculty and students think
books cost too much and that many professors that bundled books are useless and add worthwere unaware
less expense for
of the costs of
students. ProfesPsychology!
sors think that
the books they
"O $110.75
were assignthe extra material is superfluing.
Reynolds
ous and do not
use it anyway.
and the taskMeanwhile,
force created
Art
History:
75
percent
of stunine recomFinancial
View
of
the
dents
polled
said
mendations of
Accounting
West
they
were
forced
how to lower
$li2S.OoQ
$131.26 0
Elementary
to buy bundled
textbook costs,
Statistics
books, but only
including tell$139.00
10 percent said
ing professors
that they used
prices and
Human Biology
the extras.
eliminating
$131.00
O*
Nadeau
the bundling
said that Conof books.
The TextPhoto Illustration by Katie McCarthy nPIRG is still
fighting to pass
book Affordlegislation reability Act,
which was lobbied heavily by the Connecti- quiring unbundled books to be pitched to
cut Student Public Interest Research Group professors.
The Textbook Affordability Act is a start,
(ConnPIRG), originally included legislation
that would require textbooks to be offered according to Reynolds and Nadeau, but there
unbundled, meaning without extra CDs or is still a long way to go. workbooks. Bundled
books often cost between $30 and $60
more than individual
textbooks.
According to
Brandon Nadeau, a
UConn senior and
campaign coordinator
for the UConn PIRG
Affordable Textbooks
campaign, costs remain high because
of a monopoly on the
industry.
"Five or six companies are in control
of the market," NaAbiola Shogbola/The Mirror
deau said. "They can
Despite the law, textbook companies
charge whatever prices they feel like and can
often do not follow through on their end.
gouge students and get away with it.
"It is not easy to consider the price of
"We, as students, are the ones getting
stabbed in the eye and we can fight it by books, because the publishers don't tell you
asking for regulation of the market from the the price unless you ask for it," Baumgartner
government, and we have done that with great said. "I usually choose the least expensive version that won't fall apart in your hands."
success," Nadeau said.

Williams: 'I think we've made great strides'
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"Occasionally the FUSA President
and the cabinet secretaries omit information they have when sharing information
on issues deemed sensitive," said Rich,

in order to fund groups such as SALSA and
the Asian Student Association.
Some students also fail to see significant results of Williams's work on
diversity.
Luke Strong '08 recognizes the efforts,
but he has his doubts about the impact.
"I know he really tries with diversity, I
just think it doesn't resonate in this school,"
he said.
Though Williams has focused much
of his attention on the greater school community, he has also tried to integrate the
FUSA community by increasing communication among the executive board and the
Senate and beginning a FUSA-sponsored
Web site.
Senate Chairman Tim Rich '08 believes Williams has enhanced the FUSA
situation, but also sees room for improvement.
"I would say the tone of relations be- Bellarmine goes red: Faculty at Bellarmine
tween the Senate and the president of FUSA Fridays, one of Williams's initiatives to boost
and his executive cabinet have significantly
improved since my election to the position noting that some FUSA officials withheld
information regarding the failed garden
of chair of Senate," he said.
However, that does not mean the rela- apartments plan.
But it is his promise of working on
tions are perfect.

traditions that has arguably been Williams's
greatest setback. It was under his administration that Spam Jam was cancelled, a
source of anger for many members of the

"We fought hard for the students," he
said, "and I think it is important to fight for
the past, but it is also important to look to
the future."
However, some students wish he
would place more emphasis on the traditions that have been a staple throughout
University history, not just the years of
Williams's presidency.
"I think he is better at creating new
traditions than preserving old ones,"
Jenny Kazee '08 said. "But I wish he
would work on bringing back old ones,
like Clam Jam."
But while Williams may not have
fully achieved all that he promised while
campaigning, politics professor John Orman notes that campaign promises are
often geared toward an idealistic world.
"Running for president is different
than governing. Every time you make
a promise you're essentially saying, 'If
everyone is on my side, this is what I will
Courtesy of Fairfield Marketing and Communications
do.' But that's never the case," he said.
Hall show their school pride by wearing red on
And Williams is trying to create that
Stag spirit and campus unity.
ideal environment for the years to come.
"I've been blessed to be in this position
student body. Williams, however, is not
deterred, stating that forming new traditions, for two years, and I have tried to build a solid
including soccer bonfires, is a way of mak- foundation that those who follow me can
ing up for lost ones.
build off of and continue," he said.
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William Bennett receives
mixed reviews from students
tion was Mike Curran '09.
"I was highly skeptical of the speech because he
Open VISIONS Director Philip Eliasoph an- spoke in romantic tone about the war in Iraq," said
ticipated the mixed reaction from audience members Curran.
Monday night about William Bennett's conservative
"You can't compare World War II with the instance on the war in Iraq.
surgency in Iraq."
"As we develop a roster of speakMike Csorba '09
ers for Open VISIONS Forums, we
echoed Curran's views.
realize that controversy is always in
"I think it was bithe air," said Eliasoph.
ased but he has some
Eliasoph said that since Bennett
good points, such as that
has argued his viewpoint on various
the killing has slowed
TV shows, he has every right to an
during the month of Raopen mic at Fairfield.
madan," he said.
Bennett, this week's Open VIGreg Behrons '11
SIONS Forum speaker and former
disagreed with Curran
U.S. Secretary of Education, majored
and Csorba's opinions on
in philosophy at Williams College
Bennett's lecture.
iy/The Mirror
before receiving his Ph.D. from the Talk on Iraq: William Bennett's pro-war
"I don't think he
University of Texas. Despite this stance was met with some resistance
really changed the
liberal academic background, he has from students attending the Open VIway I view Iraq," said
come to form some very conservative SIONS event.
Behrons.
viewpoints.
"He did, however,
"NBC reported last week ... that the news from open my eyes to the problem of education in our
Iraq is that there is no news from Iraq," said Bennett, country," he said.
to a crowd of approximately 600 members of the
"I really wanted to become a college professor,"
Fairfield community.
said Bennett.
According to Bennett, the situation in Iraq has
Instead, Bennett was selected as the secretary of
been getting better. The bombings and roadside explo- education for the Reagan administration. By his own
sions have recently stopped.
account, he was the only Democrat and the poorest
Bennett also answered questions from a curious member of the cabinet at the time.
audience.
"Everyone was talking about how they took a
Posed with the inquiry of how he could still sup- pay cut from not working elsewhere. ... I was happy
port the "disputed" Iraq war, Bennett asked, "Do you with a raise," said Bennett, who drew laughter from
think it is open to dispute?"
the crowd throughout his speech.
"I have a feetmg that ABC, NBC and CBS can
But he also spoke more about serious topics.
report that there is not dispute," he said. "I think I
According to Bennett, America's education syseven heard a report for Al Jazeera [Middle Eastern tem is in trouble.
media source]."
"As the students get older they continue to score
One student who disagreed with Bennett's posi- worse against other industrialized nations," he said.
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE
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OCB lottery dominates
Senate discussion
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

office of Residence Life has vowed
to stick to it.
The Off-Campus Boarder lottery
"If .they [the administration]
released 400 students from campus should stand behind someone they
last week, 50 students less than in should stand behind the school,"
previous years, according to Sen. said Meehan.
Mike Meehan '08.
In other issues, Sen. Jacqueline
This year,
Breen '11 said that there has not
the University
been someone at the soccer games
is adhering
to record FYE credit.
to a rule that
Senator Steele brought up a
only four stuconcern about the commuter lounge,
dents may be
describing it as a "five-by-five box
released as a
that has tables and a refrigerator."
group to live
Senate Chairman Tim Rich '08
off-campus, desaid the issue will be looked into.
spite not havSen. Emily Arouth '08 quesMEEHAN
ing held to the
tioned Public Safety officer Duane
rule in previous years.
Corey in reference to a Dodge Char"Why would we have groups of ger being used by Public Safety this
four students, when we know some week on campus.
older houses have been grandf athered
"The Charger has caused a lot of
in and accommodate five students?" curiosity," said Corey. "We have a deal
Meehan challenged in the weekly with the manufacturer and can try it
Sunday night meeting.
out, since many cities like Fairfield and
Sen. Chris Steele'08 suggested Bridgeport have bought some."
that the reason the school caps it off
Corey said that Public Safety
at four people might be because stu- is looking into such features as cost
dents have been exceeding maximum effectiveness and ability to perform
occupancy limits in beach houses.
in inclement weather.
The Senate agreed to ask for a
In a presentation from the expresentation from Vice President for ecutive branch of FUSA, Director
Student Affairs Mark Reed to whom of Programming Christina Pires '08
they sent a letter in reference to the and Director of Finance Tim Dee '08
stalled townhouse plans.
announced that the biggest expenses
Because of the school's relation- for the Presidential Ball included the
ship with the town of Fairfield, both tent, sound and food. FUSA received
parties consented to a gentleman's $40,000 in support from the presiagreement of 400 students to be dent's office. They collected $10,000
released. But this is the first year the in ticket sales.

He Said refutes criticism from peers
1

conclusions from it," he said.
I'm not a male chauvinistic a**hole all the with feminists' arguments.
However, "He Said" is not without a
time. Every guy has that side to them, and
"They take what I write and make bad
fan base.
"Girls, if any of you wear Uggs this year, I'm writing to guys."
The Facebook group, "He
you are going to get a swift kick in the
In a separate interview,
"But don't worry, I know a guy from Atlanta that Said is Why We Read The MirFUSA President Hutch Wilshins."
Some students, such as Brenton
liams '08 might be able to lend me a few muzzles. After those ror," currently has more members
seemed to are on tight, I'd like to take a brick from each of their than its counterpart.
Roman '10, argue that Stanczyk
The group's creator, Chris
agree with castles and throw them at their faces. ... While the
would be in much more trouble if
Stanczyk on Red Sox do score a lot of runs, it still doesn 't compare Gardner '10, declined an interhe were writing about any another
to the amount of times guys have rounded the bases view for fear of being misintergroup, be it racial or religious.
that note.
"He's lucky he hasn't had his
"The Dan with girls from New Jersey. Considering the amount preted.
Fairfield administrators have
that I talk to of times they've gotten pumped, you'd think they'd
ass beat," said Roman.
long complained about "He Said/
Mirror Editor in Chief Stephaand enjoy is know how to fill up their own gas tanks."
-From the controversial Oct. 25 "He said" column, "Oh, the She said," saying it degrades the
not the same
nie Lauto '08 has so far refused
calls to eliminate the column. She
Dan that's in battle of the sexes," which placed Fairfield girls into specific cat- school's image, whether read on
'He Said,'" egories. The supposed violence against women it implies coupled campus or online.
instead cited it as an example of
STANCZYK
The Mirror has a print cirsaid
Williams. with the negative language directed at females incited anger among
free speech.
culation
of 4,000 and even more
members
of
the
University
community,
especially
women.
"He [Stanczyk] has the right to say "I never hear Dan verbally
than
that
online.
what he wants to say. He's protected by saying what he writes in his
the First Amendment in that aspect," she column."
said. "It's not libelous and can, therefore,
According to Stanczyk, he has nothing to hide. Addressing the authors of "We
legally be printed."
Lauto, who is a classmate of Stanc- Said," Stanczyk said: "Why not just invite
zyk's, insisted that he does not have ill me to [speak with] the class? I'm more
than willing to do that."
intentions.
Spring Specials
"I know from my personal experience
But individual students have been
with Jillian Brenner
that he's trying to provide readers with upset by the column as well. Jenn Lawlor
stereotypes, and he wants that backlash to '10, creator of the Facebook group, "He
•25% off color and highlights
see the general commentary of students on Said Sh*t," explained that she's normally
open-minded about the column.
campus," she said.
•Women's cuts $35
"Usually, I find it humorous and enLast week, an Introduction to Feminist Thought class wrote a letter to the tertaining, but lately, not so much," she
Spring Special
H0.
said, adding that she enjoyed the "He Said"
editor.
15% off products
The project, entitled "We Said," ar- column that poked fun at stereotypical
with
your Stag Card
gued that Stanczyk "perpetuates a chilling costumes that men wear.
(Normally 10% off)
Stanczyk was quick to react to Lawclimate of negativity" toward women.
lor's position.
But Stanczyk disagrees.
RATED #1 IN FAIRFIELD FOR HIGHLIGHTS
"I think that everyone just needs to
"The Halloween piece is making fun
Wella, BedHead, K-Pack, Goldwell, Renbow
relax a little bit and learn how to take a of guys, of course she's going to think it's
Hours: Tues & Thurs 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
1275 Post Road The Brick Walk
Wed & Fri 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
joke," he said. "Everything that I write funny," he said.
Fairfield 254-1015
Stanczyk expressed disagreement
isn't exactly how I feel about the situation.
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Department of
Public Safety tests
Dodge Charger

BY JON OLLWERTHER

A new Dodge Charger is on loan to the Department of Public Safety for a one-week trial. According to Director of
Public Safety Todd Pelazza, the Charger is on campus to test fuel economy and efficiency.
"It's the first option we're looking into," he said. "We're looking for something more fuel efficient and environmentally friendly." Pelazza cited the FlexFuel Chevrolet Tahoe as the only other vehicle currently under consideration. "Over
four years, we put about 130,000 miles on a car," he said. "We put in a request for a new car every year and try to rotate
one out every year." Currently the Department of Public Safety employs Police Interceptor Ford Crown Victorias. "The
Chargers have V8's too, but when they're not under stress they run on just four cylinders."

Campus crime beat:
A fire-alarm-felon strikes Claver Hall
a burglary in Campio'n Hall. The
student reported that personal items
were stolen.

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

The

NEWS

entry occurred in the Dolan School
of Business computer room.
Saturday, Nov. 3

Tuesday, Oct. 30
Thursday, Nov. 1
7:30 a.m. Vandalism was reported on exit signs in
Jogues Hall.

2:16 a.m.
A window was
smashed from
the outside of
a room on the
ground floor of
Regis Hall. The
item that broke the
window is suspected
to be either an apple or
a baseball.

Wednesday,
Oct. 31
5:31 p.m. Vandalism took place at a
townhouse. One of the
windows was reportedly
smashed. There are cur
rently no suspects.

Friday, Nov. 2

9:14 p.m. A student reported

8:31 a.m. An attempted forced

12:02 a.m. A student was found
tampering with the fire alarm equipment in Claver Hall. Because it is a
felony, the incident was reported to
Fairfield Police.
2:23 a.m. A student reported an
assault at the townhouses. The student
was taken to the Health Center for
evaluation.
2:32 a.m. A hit-and-run accident occurred at the Dolan School
of Business parking lot. The party
was identified, and the student was
referred to judicial.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphoto@gmail.com
SPRING BREAK TRAVEL
** #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night trips. Low
prices guaranteed. Group discounts for 8+. Book
20+ people, get 3 free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1445.
Spring Break 2008! Sell trips, earn cash, and
go free! Call for group discounts. Best deals
guarunteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849.
www.STStravel.com
Spring Break '08. Lowest Prices: Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco. Free Meals & Drinks. Book by
Nov. 1. Hiring Reps, Free Travel & Cash. Exciting
new destinations. Costa Rica, Europe, Punta
Cana www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426-7710
JOBS
Fairfield Museum
The new Fairfield Museum is looking for weekend
visitor service staff, Sat or Sun 12-4. 510/hr.
Send letter and CV to Director, Fairfield Museum,
370 Beach Road, Fairfield 06824 or mjehle®
fairfieldhs.org

FOR RENT
Student Rental/Showing for Fall 2008
House on Fairfield Beach Rd in great condition,
Call 917.733.8577
Reef Rd. House also available.
Four Bedroom house, fully renovated on Reef Rd
close to Lantern Point. Available Immediately for
Spring 2008 semester. 917-733-8577
BABYSITTING
Norwalk PT
Mon-Thu 3pm-6:30pm / Fri 8:30am-6:30pm for 4
yr old girl beg Oct 1
Car needed
Babysitter Needed
Sitter needed for 2 children, 2 yrs and 5 mos old.
Make your schedule - approx 10-12 hrs/wk @$13/
hr in Wilton. Pis call 917-224-9951.
Babysitter Wanted
Tues & Thurs 10:30-5:30 in Westport. Experience
w/ infant required. Contact Jill at 917-373-0860
Seeking part-time babysitter
Stratford family seeks part-time babysitter to care
for two young boys. Willing to provide room and
board in exchange for child care. Must like dogs.
Must own car. Call 203-386-9293.
Part Time Babysitter Wanted
Dependable Part time babysitter needed
in Southport - Exit 19. Flexible schedule,
mornings are a plus. Must have experience
with small children, references, and your own
transportation. Please call 203-319-0057.
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Applying diversity to religion on campus
Georgetown, I celebrated a daily mass at
10:30 at night."
The president pointed to several factors
Fairfield officials often talk about di- that enhance religion on Fairfield's campus,
versity from an ethnic or socio-economic including having clergy accessible to nonCatholic students.
standpoint. But University President
He said he is looking for
Fr. Jeffrey von Arx is concerned with
feedback to see if these stuanother type of diversity: religious.
dents feel that the University
In a press conference Thursday,
supports their spiritual lives.
von Arx outlined the University's stra"We have a part time
tegic plan to foster religious growth
Protestant chaplain to meet
on campus, regardless of the religious
with Protestant students,"
background of the student who lives
said von Arx.
on it. The issue has been of increasing
importance, said von Arx.
According to von Arx,
VON ARX
"The question we need to ask
the chaplain is responsible
ourselves is what religion means to students for connecting Protestant students with
today at a Jesuit university," he said.
churches in the area that correspond to the
Even von Arx himself said that he has student's religious denomination.
had problems answering that question since
This position was created in response
he became an administrator.
to a shift in the overall makeup of religious
"Since I left Georgetown and went sects among students, von Arx explained.
to Fordham, I have had less contact with
According to von Arx, 80 percent of the
the students," he said. "When I was at current student body is Catholic.
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

In addition to clergy for Protestant
students, the school has a rabbi from a
neighboring synagogue who tends to the
needs of Jewish students.
One of the factors von Arx recognizes
is the increase in the number of Muslim
students. He said that with the rising number
of Muslim students on campus, he often
asks whether Fairfield should start to think
about a separate prayer room.
"There are a number of schools that are
at 50 percent Catholic," he said, "and they
start to deal with the question of admission
standards."
Recruiting students from inner-city
Catholic schools would increase the ethnic
diversity, but still keep the Catholic student
level high, according to von Arx.
Among/other reasons that contribute
to the decline in religion on campus is the
lack of students attending mass and religious retreats.
He said he would ask students if they
have ever gone on a retreat and ask those

who have not, "What would it take to convince you to go on a retreat?"
According to von Arx, the University's
lack of its own retreat grounds might be part
of the reason.
He also said that the Ignation Residential College (IRC) serves as a living and
learning community.
"One of best things about the IRC is
it has a rationale; it's an intentional community. It aims at integrating aspects of
students' lives," he said.
An increase in Jesuit to student ratio is
another facet that von Arx said may increase
religion on campus.
Due to an overall trend of decreasing
Jesuit priests, Fairfield's Jesuit population
has also decreased.
He said that in the past, priests have
played significant roles in the dorms, counseling students and holding masses.
"I would like it if every student would
have the chance to get to know a Jesuit,"
von Arx said.

Fairfield grad recognized for success as CEO
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

$158 billion, and after-tax profits grew
28 percent, to $708 million, according to
FORTUNE.
She is also a mother and gives back to
the community by serving as chairperson
for the American Red Cross Association's
"Go Red for Women" campaign in Connecticut.
FORTUNE'S rankings are based both
on the size and scale of the businesses the
women manage as well as the individual's
career progression and other milestones.
PepsiCo Chief Executive Indra Nooyi
topped the list.
Women account for 15.6 percent of
10,145 corporate officer positions (chief
financial officer, chief information officer

or higher) in the 500 largest U.S. corporations and this number that has stayed
relatively flat for the past four years, according to Catalyst, a leading research and
advisory organization that tracks women
in business.
Asked about the challenges of being
a female in the business setting, Murphy
said she observed that there aren't many
women in the higher positions of financial
services but that it is possible to achieve
with hard work.
"My view is that, as a woman, you
have a bigger burden in establishing
yourself, but, if you are good and deliver,
then you establish that credibility," said
Murphy.
Her advice for female students planning to go into business after graduation is:

"Be relationship-driven,
but most of
all deliver."
Murphy
felt wellprepared by
Fairfield.
She said that
there was a
diversity of
teachers,
Courtesy of The Manor
most of
Back in the day: Murphy's
whom were
1984 yearbook photo; she
very emgraduated from Fairfield in
powering to
three years.
women.
She noted Edward Deak, professor
of economics and Carmen Donnaruma,

a former Fairfield professor of political
science, as two particularly influential
professors.
"The environment at Fairfield is very
helpful. It's a Jesuit school, so it emphasizes that every person has a contribution
to make," said Murphy.
"I thought it was a very positive
platform to move from into the business
word," she said.
Deak remembers Murphy as an excellent student.
"Every once in a while, as in this case,
I hear back from a student after a number
of years and learn of their success and
how I might have contributed to that in
some small way. It makes my own career
choice here at Fairfield seem worth while,"
said Deak.

The career you want is waiting for you. Get it. CTJobs.com will help you find the job opportunity you've been seeking. Driven by numerous newspapers in Connecticut,
this comprehensive job board will lighten your load during the daunting task of job searching and have the job find you. With our Job Search Agent, you can receive
updates on the latest career opportunities that match your skills and interests. Post your resume and cover letter on CTJobs.com and apply for a job with just a few mouse
clicks. Don't let the opportunity pass you by. Get it.

CTjobSTr\<
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Students able to vote in presidential
elections from overseas
BY HEATHER HODDER

(U-WIRE)

write-in ballot, just in case the federal form
does not come in time.
"This is a great backup in case a student
does not receive an absentee ballot in time to
be submitted to their state," Ekelchik said.
In order to be able to vote in the up-

measures as well.
"Our votes are administered by 3,000
Taking tango lessons in Buenos Aires
different local authorities across the country,
or hanging at a London pub may sound
each with its own understanding of the law,"
she said. "Better safe than sorry: Send a new
like tempting options for next fall, but for
ballot request each election year."
students with political tendencies, so does
Ekelchik has helped simplify the voting
participating in the 2008 presidential election. Horror stories
process, but how will students know which
of unaccounted-for ballots
candidate to vote for without a constant flow
from previous elections might
of information?
defer conflicted students from
According to Christopher Nicolussi,
going abroad.
director of study abroad admissions, staying
up-to-date abroad shouldn't be a problem.
"Voting is really important
"[In 2004] all of the sites notified stuto me," said New York Univerdents
via e-mails, posters and events about
sity freshman Christine Johnthe upcoming election," he said in an e-mail.
son. "If I couldn't vote abroad,
"The staffs at NYU in Florence and NYU
I probably wouldn't go."
A report from the Governin Madrid recorded the debates shown on
ment Accountability Office
U.S. television leading up the election.
They then invited students to evening events
estimated that there are 6 milwhere they could watch the recordings or
lion Americans living abroad.
Photo lllustration b Ka,le
Wagner alumna Jodi Ekelchik,
*
McCarthy stop in the office during the day to watch
the secretary of Democrats Ballots crossing borders: Students studying abroad can
the tape."
..
.
- ,
now vote electronically in U.S. elections.
T
Nicolussi said that living abroad during
Abroad, is one of them. In
2006, Democrats Abroad launched Vote- coming election, Americans living abroad the elections could even prove to be an adFromAbroad.com, an online forum that should register to vote as early as possible in vantage by providing a fresh perspective.
2008, and certainly no later than August of
"One of the many benefits of studying
simplifies the voter registration process.
According to Ekelchik, the Web site is that year; the deadlines vary by state. Also, abroad is seeing the U.S. from the outside,"
very time-efficient.
Americans living abroad should mail in a he said. "While abroad, students have the
"By answering a few simple questions, ballot request every election year.
distinct advantage of seeing how the U.S.
the voter immediately receives a completed
Though a recent federal law states that and U.S. news stories are covered outside
FPCA [Federal Post Card Application] bal- a single ballot request should be valid for our borders. During an election year, this
lot request, ready to be printed, signed and four years — some states, such as California, is particularly interesting because you get
mailed to the address provided," she said.
permit permanent absentee registration — to see how the candidates are perceived in
Another benefit to completing this pro- registering every year is suggested. Ekelchik countries where they may have a big impact
cess online is that the Web site provides a recommends taking other precautionary should they win."
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Action or reaction?
Cheers to: Successful alumni
As current students of the University, we take pride in
the achievements of those who graduated before us. The
success and achievements of alumni, such as Kathleen Murphy '84 and Ned Coll '62, are proof that the Fairfield education will take its students somewhere great.
Coll is running for U.S. president. This is surely activism in its highest form.
Murphy not only epitomizes the ideal of a successful
woman in the business world, but also embodies the Jesuit
mantra of cura personalis.
The accomplishments of Coll and Murphy should serve
as inspiration for current Fairfield undergraduates. Having the In reference to the Powder Puff tournament at the beach. Seep. 13 for extended coverage.
good fortune to receive such an excellent education is profound
in itself. It may sound idealistic, but applying these lessons to
our everyday lives allows us to better the lives of others.
Props to alumni, you make us proud.

The editor strikes back:

Boos to: Not speaking up
Last week, we commended members of the Fairfield
community for transformingtheir education into action by
participating in protests and social campaigns as a collective
group. Yet, when it comes to issues that stir student opinion
on a more immediate level, namely, the now infamous "He
Said" column, Fairfield students are afraid to act individually for fear of backlash.
The Mirror prides itself on being the voice of Fairfield
students. It is a public forum that allows freedom of speech
and diversity of opinions. Editors appreciate the feedback
they receive on the weekly issues and encourage criticism
on anything students find offensive. We take the recent outrage toward the "He Said" column to heart, but there is also
responsibility on the part of these dissenting voices.
While lively discussions inside the classroom and social
situations do shed light on issues, students must vocalize
their opinions if they feel strongly about a particular subject. It is counterintuitive to write a passionate letter to the
editor in response to a topic, but then request to have it run
anonymously. Student opinions have more influence with a
name to stand behind them.
Opinions are worth nothing if they are not publicly articulated; the thoughtful words and comments of our peers
should get the attention they deserve. Every student has a
voice, and all have the opportunity to make it heard in the
pages of The Mirror.

Mirror editor in chief responds to 'He Said' backlash
BY STEPHANIE LAUTO

Walking to class every Thursday, I feel somewhat
relieved and proud: The Mirror comes out today. I
pick up a copy and stare at the front page, delighted
that the staff's hard work and long hours have come
to fruition.
Then I notice that many who are browsing
through the paper aren't reading the professor profiles,
the CD reviews or the latest sports scores; they're
reading Dan Stanczyk's "He Said" column.
Some are reciting specific lines and laughing
with friends, but others are visibly angry. Whether
it be because of the references to women not being
athletic or the less-than-subtle sexual allusions, men
and women in this community are clearly upset.
I'm here to tell you that these reactions have not
gone unnoticed.
But I'll also say that hostility, which some
students have verbally employed, is not the answer.
Write some nasty comments on our Web site, call
me an inadequate editor for letting these columns be
printed, and I will surely ignore you.
Anyone who knows me knows that I can hold
a conversation for hours, especially on topics about
which I am passionate — The Mirror is one of
them.
Want to ask me why this column is printed? The
Mirror office is on the lower level of the BCC,. and
I'm in there constantly. It's easy enough to write a
letter to the editor (which only few students have
done) with a faceless byline, but it takes real gall to
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
confront someone in person.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com
Mondays and Tuesdays are our layout and editing
nights; stop by and talk to the staff. It's unfortunate
that not one person has done that thus far.
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
"He Said/She Said" appears in Coffee Break
and contributions of its readers:
where it is intended to entertain. It does not represent
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
the general opinion of our newspaper, which is why
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
the byline reads "Dan Stanczyk" instead of "The
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Mirror."
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR

There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
J}>e Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

Unlike news stories, He Said is not a specimen of
in-depth research and reporting. But for your reading
pleasure, I've done some research of my own.
In the Dec. 2, 2004 Mirror, He Said cites an
"influx of hate mail regarding He Said's alleged 'objectification of women.'" The same He Said wrote
such lines as, "Possible things that could improve
[dates] are threesomes, joining a swingers club, handcuffs, whipped cream, placing a video camera in the
bedroom, and/or exhibitionism" in the Nov. 11,2004
edition. The issue of objectifying women, while very
important and in need of change, is nothing new.
Do I always agree with Stanczyk's repartee? No.
There are plenty of intelligent, athletic women at this
University. And truth be told, if Stanczyk wanted to
silence any woman with a muzzle, it'd be me; I'm
not afraid to speak my mind.
But just because I don't agree with his points does
not mean that I should single-handedly prevent it from
being printed, nor does it mean that students should
stop reading the newspaper as many have threatened.
Doing so blatantly ignores the efforts your peers put
into producing this publication, including my own.
I acknowledge that recent "He Said" columns
can be considered offensive to women, and I don't
advocate such writing.
However, my instinct as a journalist tells me
that censorship is not to be taken lightly. If every
editor removed controversial content, newspapers
wouldn't exist.
Speaking to the critics: In all of your ranting, did
you ever stop to consider who I am? I'm a senior in
college who is learning the ropes of journalism, not
a Pulitzer Prize winner.
I've been editor in chief of The Mirror for approximately 10 weeks, not 10 years. When I'm not at
The Mirror, I'm hanging out at the beach and enjoying
my last year at Fairfield. It is ridiculous to assume that
I am the authority on journalistic integrity, but I'm
working hard to get there.
Care to chat? My office is almost always open.
If not, leave a message.

We've been slacking and, for that, we sincerely apologize. Come to mirrorcommentary.blogspot.com for the
freshest business they wouldn't let us print
on Thursdays.
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Paying the Coll toll for democracy Dobbs brings mixed bag
politics to FU

BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

If a man came up to you and
told you that you should stop eating
junk food and watching TV all of
the time, would you vote for him for
president of the United States?
Neither would I.
Come to think of it, I would
probably nominate a 35-year-old
version of Hutch Williams before
I'd vote for a man by the name of
Ned Coll.
But nonetheless, Coll, from
Fairfield University's class of 1962,
has put his name into the field of
candidates for the Democratic nomination, and he wants college students
to understand his purpose.
He believes his intentions need
to be heard, especially by students.
Coll feels that today's collegiate
students are not as politically active
as they should be.
In an exclusive with The Mirror
last week, Coll said college students
are "really not doing much and the
reason they're not doing much, I
think, is that they're not being challenged to do much. It's as simple
as that."
Coll has become a crusader
against two cultural problems among
college students: the intake of sugar
and the increase of television viewers.
While many students will reluc-

tantly agree that sugar and television
do not foster academic growth, Stags
don't seem to be too concerned.
I agree with Coll on both of
these issues, but it is going to take a
whole lot more than an outspoken,
and largely unknown, Fairfield alum
to change the face of American
politics.
Maybe if we combined him
with politics professor John Orman
it would turn more heads.
But Fairfield students are more
interested in other things.
If Coll walked into any residential hall lounge on a Thursday
at 9 p.m., he would be stunned to
find that campus has come to call
this night "Grey's Anatomy night."
Political activism stops when Dr.
McDreamy takes to the screen.
As for his message on the junk
that students continue to shove
down their throats, Coll needs to
understand something about life at
Fairfield: The only thing stopping
us from eating healthful foods is that
we have not yet built up a tolerance
for Barone.
While students, faculty and
anyone with even the slightest
knowledge of U.S. politics recognize
that Coll has little chance of becoming president, they really should reevaluate the efforts of this man.
But just because someone
knows he or she does not have a

chance politically, it doesn't mean
they are not entitled to a right to
voice their opinions.
If you are not going to give this
man your vote, then give him your
ear. If only for a little bit, absorb
some of his wisdom and take into
account his point of view.
But why should students be
blamed for not giving him attention
when the media gives him the cold
shoulder?
Why isn't Coll standing between powerhouse candidates such
as Sen. Hillary Clinton or Sen.
Barack Obama on the debate podiums? Shouldn't his opinions also
be heard?
Are Clinton's ideas on universal
health care or Obama's views on the
war in Iraq that much more important than Coil's message of student
activism?
If Coll does not get students
involved, then they will remain
oblivious to all other presidential
candidates' views and opinions.
I know that Coll has no shot
at winning the election, but isn't
he running for the same position as
Clinton and Obama? Whoever is
sworn in on Jan. 20, 2008, should
have had to answer to Coll on their
campaign trail.
It is examples like these that are
evidence of just how far our society
is from a democracy.

Stuck in the middle with you? From left, Clinton, Coll, and Obama.

Letters to the editor:
Stanczyk bashers lash out at The Mirror
Upon reading the "He Said"
column this week, I was insulted.
It's one thing to make light
of the other sex; it's quite another
to claim that "the only place for a
woman on a field is the sidelines,"
or that women "catch STDs better
than they do footballs."
Dan Stanczyk's article is not
only a slap in the face to female
athletes and sports enthusiasts but
an insult to all women.
"He Said" isn't the least
bit humorous — it's degrading.
Perhaps the editor doesn't realize this, but the "He Said" column — and every other article
printed — reflects The Mirror in
its entirety.
As such, until something is
done about Stanczyk, this is one
reader that The Mirror will be
losing.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Browne 10

I'm writing to complain about the "He Said"
column of this week's Mirror.
I want to know how something like that
got by the editor.
I'm a tour guide and every week I encourage people to pick up a copy so that they can see
just how great Fairfield students are.
This week, I will not be advising them to
pick up a copy. In fact, if they do I will tell them
to put it down as it's not an accurate representation of our university.
I don't understand how lines like "you
catch STDs better than you do footballs" were
deemed worthy of page space.
I've always thought of The Mirror as a great
accomplishment of this University, created by
students who are passionate about journalism.
This week, I was proven wrong. I've always
looked forward to the "He Said/She Said" before, but this year I've been stereotyped, insulted
and told that my opinion doesn't matter.
It's disrespectful, and it's not entertainment.
I'd like an apology and I'm not the only one that
deserves one.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Lawlor '10

BY BILLY HELFRICH

Everyone's favorite conservative and controversial news anchor
is coming to Fairfield University
Wednesday. No, not Don Imus.
So, what brings Lou Dobbs to
Fairfield, you may ask?
Well, besides the fact that he
has a new book, "Independent's
Day: Awakening the National
Spirit," to promote, Dobbs will
discuss his theories on the economy
and current politics.
Dobbs is of the
mind-set that globalization will destroy the American
economy. Dobbs's
opinions might have
worked in the '30s
and '40s, but they
have no place in
American culture
today. America has
far too much to lose
to become an isola
tionist country now.
Hailing from Roswell, Ga.,
which is 30 minutes from Atlanta,
the home of "CNN," I am extremely
familiar with Dobbs's work. Dobbs
got his first big break in 1980 from
a small-market news network of
"good ol' boys" in Atlanta. This news
network grew to become what is now
known as "CNN."
Personally recruited by Ted
Turner, a man who was creating
a name for himself by taking his
father's struggling billboard business and reforming it to become a
media empire, Dobbs was asked to
host the brand new show, "Moneyline," which would become a staple
at CNN.
Dobbs would go on to become
executive vice president of CNN.
He has had great success as an anchor, earning the coveted Peabody
Award for his coverage of the 1987
stock market crash.
In 1997, he left the network
for personal reasons. (If you attend

his lecture on Wednesday, it would
be unwise to ask him questions
regarding Rick Kaplan, the former
president of CNN, with whom
Dobbs clashed many times under
his leadership.)
Today, Dobbs has returned
to CNN, and is the host of such
shows as "Lou Dobbs Reporting"
and "Lou Dobbs Tonight." Those
boys at CNN sure can come up with
some original names, can't they?
The news anchor and author
describes himself as an "independent populist" critic of the
"excesses of capitalism." (FYI: that does
not mean Dobbs is a
communist.) Rather, a
populist is a representative of the common
person, the working
class, the underdog.
He is an "unaffiliated
independent," because
he has no party affiliation.
Photo
While it's debatable whether the middle class, with
whom Dobbs frequently associates
himself, is in need of a savior, he
carries the torch for middle class
families by condemning the effects
of globalization, the outsourcing of
viable employment opportunities
and illegal immigration.
Dobbs has an interesting perspective on business and political
economics, even though both business ethics and political ethics seem
quite the oxymoron. His ideas are
conceptually feasible for a small
country and could never work for
a world power.
It should be fascinating to hear
Dobbs discuss immigration and fiscal standings.
As with inquiries about Kaplan, you might want to be careful
when asking Dobbs about former
president Bill Clinton and current
president George W. Bush.
Let's just say you will not find
Dobbs at either man's next cocktail
party.

Patriot upset by philosophy in protest coverage
Please take me off of your distribution list. I no longer want to receive e-mail editions
of The Mirror.
When I receive a headline article of how Stags bring "spirit" to a war protest, I am further
reminded of how misguided some of our undergraduate institutions have become.
"Spirit" is an indicator that the participants lack factual information and a credible position on the war and are simply followers to a "cause."
The protestors are another example of a group of young individuals who lack the courage
and fortitude to serve their country in a productive capacity.
The participation of professors further reinforces my belief that they are no longer providing facts to students but rather their ideology.
The media to which you contribute has developed into a platform for personal ideologies,
sacrificing truth for political and financial gain.
Unfortunately, a percentage of our undergraduates are unable to decipher fact from philosophy. Your report of Stag "spirit" is an illustration of our future followers not our future
leaders.
Respectfully,
Jamie Nero, Lieutenant, U.S. Navy

Have a gripe with Dan Stanczyk?
Don't like how The Mirror represents FUSA?
Just have something to say?
Send a Letter to the Editor to
themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu.

Editor: Marie Montgomery

November 8, 2007
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Haappening
Movie? & TV
The Russian film series shows
"The Dawns are Quiet" in the
library multimedia Thursday,
Nov. 8 at 6:45 p.m.
Tom Cruise's new film "Lions
for Lambs" opens nationwide
Friday, Nov. 9.
Vince Vaughn starts Christmas
early with "Fred Claus,"
opening nationwide Fri., Nov. 9.

Concerts &
Performances
Cult favorite T Lavitz Trio will
be at Acoustic Cafe Thursday,
Nov. 8 at 9 p.m. Tickets are $10
and the show is over 21.
Inti-llimani will be in the Quick
Center Friday, Nov. 9 at 8 p.m.
Tickets start at $30.
See story on p. 10.
Horizon with special guest
Michael Lombardi, from the
hit show "Rescue Me" will be at
Toad's Place Friday, Nov. 9 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $20.
Tony Purrone will be at
Acoustic Cafe Friday, Nov. 9
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $7 and the
show is over 21.
The Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center returns to the
Quick Center Saturday, Nov. 10
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $35.
The Indobox and Hubinger
Street will be at Acoustic Cafe
Sat., Nov. 10 at 9 p.m. Tickets
are $5 and the show is over 21.
Boy Hits Car will be at Webster
Theater Sunday, Nov. 11 at 6
p.m. Tickets are $12.
Retroactive Sundays will be at
Toad's Place Sunday, Nov. 11
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $5 and the
show is over 21.
Black Violins will be in the
BCC Monday, Nov. 12 at 8 p.m.

Miscellaneous
CNN's Lou Dobbs will be at the
Quick Center Wednesday, Nov. 7
at 8:30 p.m.
Send in your What's Happening
events to mirror.entertainment©
gmail.com.

Celebrities looking for love or fame? Rumors rage about romances being staged for publicity on "A Shot at Love with Tila Tequila."

BY BRIANNE FORTUNA

With more than 6.5 billion people on
Earth, finding love seems relatively easy. Most
celebrities should have no trouble with it since
they are rich, powerful and beautiful.
However, the number of single celebrities
seems to have mysteriously increased, leading
some to resort to reality TV shows where they
aim to find true love.
"It's definitely a guilty pleasure to see
crazy people doing the whole dating thing on
TV," said Lauren Farrell '09.
This guilty pleasure has racked up huge
ratings for networks, including VH1, and
launched many has-been celebrities back into
the limelight. But are these celebrities really
looking for love, or is it just for publicity?
This season, MTV debuted "A Shot at
Love with Tila Tequila." Tila Tequila is a beautiful bachelorette who can accredit her fame
to MySpace, where she is considered to be the
most popular person because she has more
than 1 million friends. She has also appeared
as a model in Maxim and Stuff magazines.
"A Shot at Love" features 16 straight men
and 16 lesbians who all want to win Tequila's
heart. She is a bisexual and reveals her secret
to the contestants in the first episode.
In a press release, Tequila said that fame
isn't what she desires.
"I'm not into that at all. If you're just

into fame for fame, I'm like, 'O.K., but what
are you good at? What can you actually do?'"
she said.
It has been reported by insiders that Tequila will not return for a second season of the
show because she has actually found love.
Steph Blackadar '10 said she doesn't
believe new celebrities are genuine in their
search for love.
"I think they're just looking for their five
minutes of fame," she said. "They have no
interest in love whatsoever, they just want to
be on TV."
Phil Spada '10 said, "I think the shows
are just a bad excuse for the person to try and
get attention."
What Tequila is doing is not new. VHl's
"Flavor of Love" started the trend as a wacked
out version of ABC's "The Bachelor," staring
Flavor Flav from the hip hop group Public Enemy. After two unsuccessful seasons in terms
of love (not ratings), Flav will return with a
third season in January.
On the television blog tubewand.com,
an insider revealed that the contestants for
Flav's heart were actually aspiring actresses
in Hollywood. Allegedly, many of the girls
were offered a contract on another show with
Flav, similar to VHl's "Strange Love," if
they became his girlfriend. The most notable
female contestant on the show was Tiffany
Pollard (also known as New York). After the

first season, she returned to "Flavor of Love
2" where, surprisingly, she realized that she
and Flav were not meant to be. After Flav
rejected New York twice, she began her own
reality series, "I Love New York."
Questions of the show's validity have been
circulating all over the Web. It was reported on
HollywoodHeadache.com that, not only is the
name New York fake, but the name Tiffany Pollard is fake as well. A Fox network insider claims
that Polland is really Kenya Simmons, a former
exotic dancer from Newark, N.J., who has been
trying to get on reality television shows for years
before "Flavor of Love" came along. The insider
also claims that New York's mother is not really
her mother but actually an actress named Leslie
Bibbs. The two allegedly met at an open casting
call for a BET reality show.
It seems the only pair to break the realitydating curse is Trista Rehn and Ryan Sutter
from ABC's "The Bachelorette." Ever since
"The Bachelorette" ended in 2003, the couple
has been happily married and recently had a
child. When, in an interview, Rehn was asked
why other reality couples break up, she said, "I
don't know if it's because it's TV and the media craze that happens afterwards, or whether
[the other couples] weren't really ready."
For whatever reason these celebrities
choose reality TV dating, one thing is for sure:
It gives us something to talk about whether
it's real or not.

Turn on the lights for Britney's 'Blackout'
BY RENEE BORGHESI

Remember the days when Britney Spears
made headlines for her music? Think back, before her head shaving,
MltSlfr KgyifiVT partying sans panties,
custody battling and
drug-testing antics. Her new album, "Blackout," finally gives us a chance to focus on her
music once again.
Hopes were high for this album to jumpstart Spears's career again but were quickly
dashed due to her less-than-stellar VMA
performance of her new single "Gimme
More." Still, "Gimme More" was the most
downloaded song on iTunes and made it to
No. 3 on Billboard's Hot 100 chart.
Surprisingly, the single is one of the
weakest tracks on the album. Every song, out
of the 12 tracks, is danceable and will definitely be heard in | |
M
M £ £
clubs across "^^ ^F ^^ J*^p* ^^
the nation.

Britney is giving you more: Whether you like
it or not, Britney's back in the music scene.

The first half of the album sounds like
techno and the second half hints at Spears's
previous style. Layers of electronic dubs of
her voice and echoes are present in all of the
songs. The song lyrics are about getting naked,
having sex and her personal life. For example:
"I'm Miss American Dream / Since I was 17 /
I'm Miss 'Bad Media Karma' / Another day
another drama. "
"Blackout" is certainly a solid effort,
which is evident in its sales. Selling 124,000
copies its first day, the album may give Spears
the honor of a fifth No.l record. Some tracks
to look out for include "Piece of Me" and
"Heaven on Earth." Take time to listen to
"Why Should I Be Sad," a song written by
Pharrell Williams.
Is "Blackout" Spears's comeback? Probably not, but it's a good baby step.
Advice: Britney, you need some good
music videos, electrifying performances
and a personal life that is kept out of tabloid
headlines. Good luck with that.
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Inti-Illimani's epic journey through 40 years of music
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

It has been a long road for the Chilean
music group Inti-Illimani. Over its 40 years
of touring, the group has survived a dictatorship, exile from Chile and
:
xTBVlfiW the loss of three original
members. Despite all of
this, Inti-Illimani has continued to bring
its original sound to countries around the
world.
The group will be rapping up its 40th
Anniversary Season tour of North America
this Friday at the Quick Center. The Mirror
got a chance to speak with George Coulon,
one of the founding members, about the epic
journey the group has experienced over the
past 40 years and what lies ahead.
Inti-Illimani was formed in 1967 by five
young students from the UniversidadTecnica
del Estado in Santiago, Chile. The group's
name, Inti-Illimani, is Aymara, the language
of the native people in the Andes, meaning
'Sun of the Illimani.' The name embodies the
band's style: a fusion of popular music with
traditional Latin American folk music.
"We fell in love with the sounds of the
Pompi, the Andes [two indigenous cultures of
the area]," said Coulon. "We asked ourselves,
'Why don't we do music with these musical
figures? Why are we looking in television or
radio? It is always the same music.'"
Inti-Illimani was not alone in its way of
thinking; during this period, a movement of
political folk music arose in Latin America
called Nueva Cancion.
Much like folk music in the United
States, it became the voice of the people —

which was silenced by political figures, such
as Augusto Pinochet, a general who took
power in 1973. Pinochet forced many artists
like Inti-Illimani to live in exile.
Coulon, who was tour with Inti-Illimani, was unable to return home to Chile.
"Culture is a problem for dictatorships.
Many Chilean artist were exiled and many
of them were killed by the dictatorship,"
said Coulon.
For 14 years the band was unable to
return to Chile, but being away did not stop
the group from fighting for democracy.
"We were living in exile in Rome. With
other people exiled from Chile, we organized meetings to take a stance against the
dictatorship to get back democracy," said
Coulon.
Although Coulon claims his music was
never meant to be overtly political, it is difficult for the listener to separate politics from
the personal. The group's songs about love, Folk fusion: Inti-Illimani's sound has challenged listeners and dictators alike. The group
work and social life began to be understood will bring its unique sound to the Quick Center on Friday.
as a stance against the government.
Coulon said the politics are best deIn 2001, Inti-Illimani lost three of its
It is a passion for performing live that
scribed on the Inti-Illimani's Web site.
original members: Jose Seves, Horacio Du- propels its members. In a day and age where
"We have never been so political that ran and Horacio Salinas. Despite this setback, music has become background music, Couit was propaganda. We are not a political the group has added new members and a new lon said that live concerts are the best places
group in that sense, but we have always been sound. Coulon said he believes it is part of the to engage with the music.
politically engaged," he said. "We have a nature of the growth to constantly be going
"Live music continues to be the best
concept of society and about the relation- in new directions.
moments of music because it is the ritual
ships between human beings, and we try to
"This has been a group that has been al- between us and the audience," said Coulon,
translate our ideas into our sound, not to be ways changing and always having something who will bring this live music to campus.
part of one political party or another, but in different in its music," he said.
"We had an idea of Connecticut as place
the sense to bring about a better world."
There seems to be no end in sight for of rich people who work in New York. We
In 1988, Inti-Illimani was allowed to the group. With 43 albums already under its have discovered that there are wonderful peore-enter Chile. From that point on, the group belt and 40 years of touring, there seems to ple there, lots of Chilean and Latin American
has become a figure of national pride.
be no stopping Inti-Illimani.
people living there," he added.

Dar Williams connects
with Fairfield folk fans
BY ERIC MAYRHOFER

events in her life.
Some are humorous, like her way
My dad used to play folk music of speaking (which in itself is akin to a
all the time at home. I heard all of the spoken stream of consciousness). Others
Concert Review greats: Joan Baez, are mournful, regretful tunes of starting
Emilou Harris over, or being afraid, or of the realization
and tons of others. Dar Williams was of loss.
among these voices that drifted across
Williams can make her listeners
the air and into my ears.
laugh and then strum her guitar and make
They are back for more: Missing Kevin, the Backstreet Boys continue but with nothing new.
Last Friday night at the Quick Cen- the floodgates in their eyes burst open.
ter, Williams's voice drifted across the air
Opening for Williams Friday night
again, but this time from the stage. She was rising star Ryan Fitzsimmons, who
was my. first time — at a concert, that is. has opened for Williams previously, as
She rocked my socks off.
well as for Ben Folds and Loudon BY ANNA PAPACHRISTOS
The most impressive quality of
Wainwright III. His performances
the concert was the storytelling that
have received numerous acWhile it may be a little cheesy, I feel obli- eluding, "I Want It That Way" and "As Long
took place. Between songs such
colades and awards gated to say it: Backstreet's back— again!
As You Love Me," but all the melodies have
as "February," "When I was a
all over the
The Backstreet Boys released their sixth been done before.
*
Boy," "Spring Street," "Teen
northeast- studio album, "Unbreakable," on Oct. 30,
The first single, "Inconsolable," seemed
for God," and the wonderern United
MllSJC Review attempting a second ' to have potential until the song that follows it
ful tune, "The, Christians
States.
comeback. Their 2005 began playing. Once "Something That I Already
and the Pagans," WilHis songs, such as album, "Never Gone," did not quite infiltrate Know" reached the chorus, I inadvertently
liams spoke to the
"Ashes" and others cen- the radio airwaves as a boy band's music often began singing "Inconsolable" lyrics. I suppose
audience members
tered around growing up does. And now, although the title may be "Un- the song's title is meant to be indicative of the
like they were old
in Syracuse, N.Y., did not breakable," the Boys seem to be broken.
recycled melody.
friends meeting
vary in emotion as much as
They are missing one member, Kevin
With a great deal of synthesizing in this
at the coffee
Williams's did, but they were Richardson. The fifth rarely heard member of album (more than any of their others), I felt like
shop where
energetic and (sometimes) the group is not on the CD's cover. So, you I was listening to Zac Efron and Corbin Bleu
she writes her
angry and fun:
might ask, where'd he go? Maybe he got too dancing around a high school gym.
songs.
He is young; he will old to be considered a boy. Or maybe he knew
We were all fans of boy bands and Britney,
She. told the
grow and his already-cool when to let a good thing go.
at one time or another, even if we deny it now.
crowd about her life,
music will grow with him.
As for the other four Boys, Nick Carter, But while the Boys once set the standard in
her inspirations and her family.
The Quick Center put Brian Littrell, A.J. McLean and Howie Dor- popular music and blazed the trail for one of
One particularly funny moment was
on a great performance, too. ough (in case you've forgotten), their ascent the industry's greatest trends, they have fallen
when she described a crazy man
A simple set with flowers into manhood has not deterred them from by the wayside. Now they have become the
talking to her son at a restaurant
on a table and the singers' another shot at pop stardom — but maybe it copycats, mimicking tunes that are popular with
one day. The unstable man left
guitars placed on the side should have.
today's teenie bopper crowd.
the restaurant raving to her son, "I
helped the audience focus on
With their voices synthesized to hide the
The Backstreet Boys simply represent a sad
hope you find your ice man."
the music.
fact that they finally hit puberty, this is the first fact in our society: the new becomes old, and the
All around, this concert time I have not been able to decipher who is old fades away. What was once praised is now
If you don't find it amusing,
was a class act. Catch Wil- singing what part in each song.
well, you had to be there.
criticized. But our nostalgia will hold onto the
liams and Fitzsimmons in
Unlike some of her spoken
I'm not ashamed to admit that I'm a fan memory of what once was, even if the public
concert if and whenever you of the Backstreet Boys and that my sister insists on showing the Backstreet Boys what it
stories, anyone can relate to sto
ries in her songs. Many relate to.
Contributed
possibly.can..
and I enjoy rocking out to old-school hits in- truly, means to be lonely in this business.

Backstreet can!t break new ground
-#-# ~jf <4
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The Eagles soar once more

Contributed Photo

Twenty-eight years later: The Eagles' "Long Road Out of Eden" is worth the wait.

BY CHRIS SIMMONS
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A seductive celebration of crime "American Gangster" is a powerful, true story brought to life.

t

American Gangster' mesmerizes

BY ALEX CONROY

MOVIS Review
Did you ever read those
~ old Mad Magazine comics,
white spy vs. black spy? Ridley Scott's "American
Gangster" is similar, but instead of white vs. black,
it's morally gray vs. morally gray, without all the*
comic overtone.
Set in the 1970s, "Gangster" follows Frank
Lucas (Denzel Washington), who was the driver for
Bumpy, the gangster who ran Harlem for 50 years.
When Bumpy died, Lucas stepped in, determined
not to let anyone else own him, determined to be the
first self-made black gangster. Lucas figures out that
he can use the Vietnam War to smuggle drugs.
The second story is that of Richie Roberts
(Russell Crowe). Roberts is an honest officer in a
sea of corrupt cops, but that doesn't keep his life
from going downhill. His child is on the verge of
being taken away from him, and his best friend
and partner dies bTah overdose. Roberts is given
something Jo live for when he is given the post as
head of the ne& drug control taskpfotee. He hears

—-

about a new heroin, Blue Magic, and follows a trail
of bread crumbs that leads him to Lucas, pitting
the two of them in a high stakes, winner-take-all
battle of the wits. Both are fighting for what they
believe is right.
"Gangster" is two hours and 40 minutes long,
but it doesn't slow down for a minute.
Crowe and Washington both give stellar performances; Crowe as the beaten down, broken man
who is trying to live an honest life, and Washington
as the outwardly philanthropic, inwardly arrogant
and always-classy Harlem gangster.
A few outstanding performances by supporting
actors were those of Josh Brolin as Detective Trupo,
a cop so dirty that you couldn't even stand to look
at him; Ruby Dee as Frank's Mama, an incredibly
heartwarming character; and, best of all, a cameo
by Cuba Gooding Jr. as an arrogant club owner who !
tries to one up Lucas.
All in all, it was an excellent film, a| standout
in a somewhat drab season.
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It has been 28 years since the

Music—~~~~~~
Review dio
^les
' *fAf"
record. After
fights and solo careers, one of the best
American bands is back. Glenn Frey,
Don Henley, Joe Walsh and Timothy B.
Schimdt are the remnants of this band
that claimed five No. 1 singles and four
No.l albums.
The Eagles, while breaking up in
1980, haven't been apart for the entire
time. The band reunited with a live album featuring four new songs released
in 1993 after 14 years of separation.
"Hole in the World," the Sept.
11-inspired song was released in 2003.
However, this is the Eagles' first new
album of completely new material since
"The Long Run.
"Long Road Out of Eden" consists
of 20 new songs and two discs. It starts
off with strong harmonies by all four
members in "No More Walks in the
Woods," which could be interpreted
as an environmental commentary or a
love ballad.
J.D. Souther, who has collabo-

I . . ■
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rated in the making of the Eagles' hits
such as "Best of My Love," "Heartache
Tonight" and "New Kid in Town,"
writes the next song, "How Long," in
which the Eagles return to their countryrock roots, reminiscent of their early hits
like "Desperado" and "Take It Easy."
The title track, "Long Road Out of
Eden," is like "Hotel California," but
instead of Hollywood, the Eagles are
critiquing the Middle East.
"Long Road Out of Eden" is a
more sympathetic song, with mellow
overtones and a melodious instrumental
introduction. This is the best song of the
album and is consistent with the feel of
the entire album. But at 10:17, it is a
little long.
Twenty songs may have been too
much, especially when there are several
songs running over seven minutes. But
after nearly 30 years, the new album
was worth the wait, with a mix of country, rock and blues.
Fans of the Eagles should love
the new album, but it probably won't
convert anyone into an admirer.
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Empire' sent from heaven

ing their own words.
With 12 of the best
tracks to have graced
my ears all year, I think
"Empire" will not only
have refrains stuck in
your head, but it will
also satisfy the die-hard
Blink fans who enjoyed Delonge's oldschool songwriting.
The opening
track, "Call to Arms,"
is immediate proof as
to how much of an
improvement this album is. With a catchy
Striking gold: Angels and Airwaves' -Empire" stands out.
refrain and an ending
BY JP PORRETTA
that will leave the hair on your arms standing,
"Call to Arms" is five minutes of music that
"This is as exciting as rock 'n' roll gets," you will be sure to repeat.
said Tom Delonge, talking about Angels and
Airwaves' newest album, "I-Empire."
mer Blink 182 front
man may be getting a little too excited about
the album's release, there is no doubt that he
has struck gold with this incredibly impressive album. Blink 182, arguably one of the
most influential bands of our generation,
parted ways in 2005, crushing the hearts of
many music fans, including me. But with
death came new life, as Mark Hoppus and
Travis Barker formed +44, and Tom Delonge
formed Angels and Airwaves.
Angels and Airwaves' debut release,
"We Don't Need to Whisper," received
mixed reviews from critics and former Blink
fans, claiming that the music was too repetitive, and the style strayed too much from the
pop/punk sound Blink 182 once produced.
"Empire" will have those critics eat-

T

Two other stand-out tracks are "Sirens"
and "Rite of Spring," which both musically
resemble the Blink 182 style that we've all
grown to know and love.
Even more impressive than the music on
the album are the lyrics. "Empire" lyrically
has an underlying message repeated throughout several songs: the world is ours for the
taking. In a world that provides endless possibilities, how do you choose to use them?
Overall, "Empire" is an incredible
sophomore release and a major improvement
from the band's first album. With its fantastic
new album just out and its very own motion
picture being released at the Sundance Film
Festival, expect more good things to come
from Angels and Airwaves.

Overly emotional: Saves the Day's new CD, "Under the Boards," is disappointing.

Saves the Day may need saving
BY SARAH FRANK

"Under the Boards" follows a path of
self-discovery for pop/punk band Saves the
Day, which began with last year's "Sound
The Alarm," and will commence with
next year's release of
Miisifr Rgyjpw "Daybreak."
Day's first full-length album, "Through
Being Cool," reinforced its hardcore sound.
The 2001 release of "Stay What You Are"
moved away from the band's hardcore punk
roots, transitioning and fine-tuning its new
pop-music feel, while incorporating more
intricate guitar work rather than basic chord
progressions. This album strengthens feelings
of inner turmoil that this transitional chapter
represents.
With this is the band's attempt to move
forward, the album unfortunately takes a
few steps back from "Sound The Alarm." Its
familiar style is kept throughout "Boards";
however, its sound has not evolved.
Conley's easily recognizable high-pitch
voice — a trademark of the band — has since

matured. However, at times, it is intentionally
and wrenchingly whinny, especially in what
is thought to be the group's heaviest song yet,
"Woe," which contains repetitive, aggravating
screams.

The introductory title track provides
insight into the rest of the album with a dark
opening, pairing Conley's infected lyrics with
creeping guitar lines. Several of the 13 tracks
are sown together with dark undertones, such
as in "Can't Stay The Same."
"Boards," and acoustic ballad "Stay"
both overflow with true emotion. Other songs,
however, like "Get F**ked Up" and "Bye Bye
Baby," lack purpose and are musically monotonous, failing to properly showcase Conley's
unique vocal range. While not every song on
"Boards" will grab or impress audiences, the
album does perform a decent job conveying
the band's intentional message of remorse. To
be blunt, this second chapter reaches musical
mediocrity at best.
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Powder Puff players get down and dirty
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Neither cold nor rain, neither barley nor hops could stop the senior class
women from taking the field at the annual Powder Puff football tournament at
Veteran's Park.
Each of the 10 teams was assigned a
color to wear but had free creative reign
over "uniform" design and team name.
Talent ranged from teams that could
complete 20-yard passing attempts to
teams that did not understand the difference between a post and an option. Two
games were played at the same time on
parallel fields.
The quarterbacks did their best Tom
Brady impressions, including a 30-yard
touchdown pass that led the wide receiver
perfectly, impressing all of the men who
were watching, (possibly even "He Said"

panic and improvise.
Saturday's winning team, the Black
Plague, came extremely prepared, decked
out in black face paint to match their black
uniforms, with a coach as intense as Bill
Belichick on game day.
They executed a variety of plays that
resembled the playbook of a real college
team, including an option and a reverse.
The Plague squared off against the
light pink team, the less-skilled Dupe
Destroyers, who had no rhythm, and dominated during their first victory.
On the other field, a player carried the
ball out of bounds only to be clocked by a
player of the opposing team.
These girls lowered their shoulders
and played like they were wearing jock
straps.
The Black Plague continued to dominate the competition, on the way to a

Contributed Photo

Good talk, see ya out there: The Black Plague gets a last-minute pep talk from their
coaches, who demanded "heart and intensity."
writer, Dan Stanczyk).
Traditionally, Powder Puff football
teams appoint their male friends as coaches. Some coaches organize their team into
a football militia, others show players a
few plays and send them onto the field to

Powder Puff Super Bowl victory in front
of approximately 75 spectators.
"Emotionally, winning it all was
exhilarating; we had a great time playing
together," said Sarah Kelly '08, a member
of the Plague. "Physically, however, is a

Contributed Photo

Hold the line: Powder Puff competitors prove that football is not just for the guys.
different story. I think we all have multiple
battle wounds to prove our victory."
Members of the Plague said they were
happy to disprove Stanczyk's "He Said"
comments about women and football.
"I think our coaches' dedication to
the Plague played a big part in our win,
whereas Dan Stanczyk's team had the talent on the field, but his lack of faith in a
female's ability to play football really held
them back," said Alyssa Ockerbloom '08,
another member of the winning team.
"I am a proud coach," said Ryan
Hoffman '08. "I taught my team the basics
of football, but only asked of them three
things on game day: heart, intensity and
to kill. They did all three, they brought the
plague, and that is what brought home the
championship trophy."
"I have great respect for Dan Stanczyk. His words are wise," added Hoffman.
"However, as he watched the plague being brought upon all of our opponents, I
do think he had a change of heart. I had
a post-game discussion with him, and he
said that he was impressed by my girls,
their intensity and their skills."
The 'girls of the gridiron' took part in
one of the most fun events that make college an experience to remember.

With seniors enjoying cold beverages
on the even colder day, a commodore was
built and running jokes were started.
A bonus of the Powder Puff game was
that the women were able to attain more
knowledge of the sport.
Toward the end of the games, progress
was made and the teams seemed to get
better as time went on.
But for some, no matter how much
they practiced or how good they looked
on the practice field, game day was a different story.
Other players ran and screamed in
their face while trying to throw the ball
or make a catch.
The spectators now know that these
ladies can indeed catch footballs better than
STDs, as Stanczyk once wrote.
"Overall, Saturday was nuts. It really
gave us girls a chance to do something
we normally don't do, to push our friends
around, smear war paint on our faces, and
get drunk at TO in the morning," Ockerbloom said. "I think we all had a lot of fun
and appreciate the time and effort SBRA
put into this event."
Sports editor Tom Cleary contributed
to this story.

Good times all around at The Levee
Are you an alcohol aficionado?

e Mirror

I'll take 'Know Your
Drink' for 200, please.
This was one of
the themes for Alcohol
Jeopardy at The Levee
last Thursday night.
Students were tested on how much they
know about the alcohol
they drink; some found
that their booze IQs are
lacking.
The experience also
instilled facts about responsible partying.

Seniors: Tour me another round'
Cheers for beers.
On the night following Alcohol Jeopardy, the
class of 2008 gathered for
its second Senior Mug
Night of the year. Students packed in for great
drink specials and good
company.
The event was organized by the 2008 class
council.
Where else would
you want to spend your
Friday night?
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A whole new world, new horizons to pursue
BY DENISE LIGRECI

With more than one-third of Fairfield
students in each class studying abroad every
year, many have expressed interest in writing
about their experiences.
Traditionally, The Mirror has published
personal accounts from student travelers.
However, most students are limited to simply
sharing their stories with interested family
and friends.
A new magazine, Glimpse Quarterly,
is a new outlet through which students can
voice their experiences and learn about others'
experiences.
Glimpse was founded in 2000 by college
students at Brown University. In partnership
with The National Geographic Society, it
provides a platform for students living and
working abroad to share their experiences.
Glimpse isn't seeking reporters or travelers, but rather, regular students who live in a
country for a period of time who want to share
first-person anecdotal stories.
In addition to sharing past experiences,
students may also prepare themselves for their
travels with the site.

Wednesday, Nov. 7
8:30 p.m. Open VISIONS
Forum, Lou Dobbs, Quick
Center

Fairfield students traditionally turn to people can become global citizens.
the study abroad office and friends who had
Kerala.Goodkin, editor in chief and costudied abroad previously for advice on study founder of Glimpse, said -she helped found
abroad options. But'students cfh now use the the magazine because there wasn't a forum
Glimpse Web site and magazine as a resource for students to share unique study abroad
for planning their study abroad trip. They can experiences.
also read narrative stories of other students'
"There were tourist attraction resources
personal experiences.
and grass roots newspaper stories, but nothing
This can be a tool to aid them in making about the day-to-day realities," she said.
informed decisions about which study abroad
Today it has an active network of 7,000
program would be a good
people.
fit for them.
The Web site currently
"I thought it gave valuis looking to add multiable insight," said Kimberly GLIMPSE
media resources and has
recently added a social
Lovato '09, who is planning
FOUNDATION networking capability that
to study in Australia next
semester. "It was nice to see
rr*v«i«TOtw. nrACMUUMU& allows other students to
a firsthand student account
station themselves as "exversus a Brisbane tourism
perts" on their location
Web site."
who can answer questions.
This non-profit organization tries to
By February, students should be able to
foster cross-cultural understanding and an network through blogs and videos, according
exchange of information. Glimpse covers to Goodkin.
the most popular study abroad locations but
"We aren't looking to replace Facebook,"
also strives to reveal new and interesting said Goodkin. "However, there is a similar
countries.
networking purpose for students interested in
Founders believe that by understanding international studies and study abroad."
the daily realities of life around the world,
"We want to make sure that our country's

\>-^

Thursday (eont.)
7 p.m. Women's Studies Award
Night, DSB Dining Room
Friday, Nov. 9

Thursday, Nov. 8
10 a.m. PWC Xact Competition, Library Multimedia Room
101

up-and-coming generations care about the
world," said Goodkin.
The magazine is open for student submissions.
This can give students the opportunity to
have their writing gain international exposure.
Editors are also willing to work with students
and give editorial advice.
"We want you to write about a specific
moment, such as an afternoon spent walking
around the city instead of trying to summarize
the entire experience from arrival to departure," Goodkin told The Mirror.
Many Fairfield students expressed interest in exploring the publication to record their
personal experiences.
"I hadn't heard of Glimpse before, but
I would consider writing for them when I'm
studying in Prague next semester," said Becky
Krause '09. "As an English major, it would
be good writing experience and also a great
way to remember some of my study abroad
experiences."
The Spring 2008 issue's deadline for
submission is Dec. 5, 2007, and the Summer
2008 issue's deadline is March 5, 2008.
For more information, go to www.
glimpsefoundation.org.

The Author's Forum, Kim
Edwards, BCC Oak Room

Saturday, Nov. 10

Sunday, Nov. 11

9 a.m. Find It At Fairfield,
BCC Oak Room

Thanksgiving food drive

4:30 p.m. Lector Commissioning Mass, Egan Chapel

, 10 a.m. CPR & First Aid
Course, Canisius Room 101
6 p.m., Gender Bender Ball,
BCC Oak Room

From Nov. 4-18, food do
nations are being collected for
local food banks.
Boxes are in the Chapel
foyer, the BCC lobby by the
Info Desk and in Loyola Commons.

Advertisement

Let tEe games Begin!
Here are some quick tips to guarantee your registration experience goes
smoothly, courtesy of The Mirror.
|Thursday, Nov. 8. Starting at 9 a.m.
|Freshmen, get ready to run your first registration gauntlet for your major classes.

■I§
■

What you'll need:
A lottery number
A registration form, signed by your adviser
The course registration numbers for the courses you want for next semester
Lots of backups!

I

. Capt. Anna Morgan, M
Brooke Army
' Medical Center, Texas

trips:
f
p
|
|»
|*
|«
I

Think about the core now. Get it out of the way, and you can spend your years as|
an upperclassman taking the classes you want.
Don't forget about ethics. You can take an ethics class as your fifth religion or|
philosophy for core.:
|
Make your schedule work for you. If you are an early riser, get your classes over with|
in the mornings. If you don't think you will make it to an 8 a.m., try for later classes.|
Check StagWeb to see which courses are closed before you register. It'll save you|
time and stress once you get there.
f
Use professors as resources. If you really need to get into a specific course that is|
filled, first register for something else. Then try to talk to the professor after register-!
ing and he/she may be able write you in.
Take at least five classes even if you think they aren't ideal. It's not going to be|
fun to make up for it another semester or during the summer.

|Friday, Nov. 9. Starting at 9 :a.m.
|A11 minors : today is your day. Get over to the Kelley Center.
f Monday, Nov. 12. Class of 2008
fluesday, Nov. 13. Class of 2009
!Wednesday, Nov. 14. Class of 2010 •
|(Use the pin number you received from your adviser; core registration is online.)
|Thursday, Nov. 15 & Friday, Nov. 16. Class of 2011
|(Head over to the bottom floor of the library. Check StagWeb for your lottery number to|
Ifind out what dav and time to so.)

Comine: this week:
Can't get enough of Camp
Check out Etnmaiet

www.IV
What's your favorite TV s
shows you watch with friends, a

ings at Fairfield University?
ampus life bio" at:

;spotcom.
lows and guilty pleasures: the
jt don't tell anyone about!

EARN YOUR DEGREE,
THE RlESPECT OF YOUR PEERS AND
MORE THAN $1,600 f£~
Students accepted into an accredited medical or dental school
are eligible for our Medical and Dental School Stipend Program.
In addition to more than $1,600 per month for living expenses,
MDSSP gives you a head start on your career. Your Army
Reserve training provides invaluable experience alongside
outstanding medical professionals and a major advantage over
your peers. Most importantly, as a member of the U.S. Army
Health Care Team, you'll earn the gratitude of our Soldiers, their
Families and your nation.
■

Gain your Strength to Heal. Contact
SFC Bradley Paxton at 888-258-1098 or
bradley.paxton@usarec.army.mil. For more
information, visit healthcare.goarmy.com.

r"~-■■■■£—i
^
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HTSJ
ARMY STRONG.

?2007. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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HE said / SHE said

Dan Stanczyk

Jackie Mautone

Dorm bathrooms: Battlefield or bonding spot?
hating a bathroom with 20 guys is
a bonding experience like no other.
Each floor's bathroom was like its
own military zone that was both protected
and destroyed on a regular basis. Trust
me when I tell you that you did not want
to mess with the Jogues second floor
battalion of the class of 2008.
Different types of weaponry were
routinely used.
Obviously, plenty of bombs
were dropped. Sometimes one
person would drop upwards of
six in one day. These soldiers
should have received medals
of honor for their work.
Vomit laced with shrapnel was also part of the arsenal. These bombs didn't always reach
their targets, but when they fell short
they served as land mines.
The distance between the showers and the stalls became No Man's
Land due to the unbearable smell. The
combination of stink bombs and vomit
was bad enough, but when you added
someone's cologne it was like tear gas
had been unleashed.
The bathroom became a nuclear
testing site as bottle rockets were
launched like it was the Fourth of July
and wads of toilet paper were thrown to
the ceiling like caps at graduation.

S

This type of ammunition was replaced on a regular basis by the maintenance man who also cleared the battlefield daily. I still wonder what was going
through his head the day he walked in
and a shower door and a sink lay
dead on the floor.
Occasionally when someone interrupted you at the
urinal, a little gun trouble
ensued. This was a troubling experience, but
as long as your gun
could fire later in.
the evening everything was alright.
That is, of course,
if you hadn't used
all your ammo earlier in the day.
I'll never forget the time a guy had
a girl with him in the shower. Nearly
everyone on the floor went to observe
the visitor.
With girls living on the other side
of the floor, a stray boyfriend, who
was foreign to the bathroom, would
randomly invade. This guerilla warfare
was not easy to keep track of, but unfortunately for them, they did not have
a trap door as a means of escape.
Just like any other war, if you made
it out alive, you had stories to tell for
the rest of your life.

■irst day of college. We've all been
there. You just moved in. Your parents have just left, but not before
taking you to one of the finest restaurants
in town. There you order your last real
dish of food.
As you wave your parents goodbye,
the harsh reality hits you. No, not the fact
that you won't be seeing your family for
months to come; not the bone-crushing
fear of massive amounts of text to
read; what hits you is the sudden j
urge to drop the kids off at the
pool (yes, it's true boys, everybody poops — get over it).
So, you walk to your dorm
and then something else hits
you. You now share a bathroom
with 35 of your soon-to-be closest
friends. As you walk in for the first time,
you glance around at the strangers. All
of the stalls are empty. There are some
girls looking into the mirror and a couple
have even decided to brave the showers;
but a few are just standing there, staring,
trying to figure out what to do. You are
one of them. Enter your RA Jenna, who
walks in holding a CD player to "ease the
awkwardness." Crisis averted.
A couple of months have passed, and
you've gotten to know a lot of girls on
your floor due to similar schedules and
similar bathroom visits. Your favorite ra-

dio station is 95.9 since no one ever bothered to take out that weird girl's "Best of
Mariah Carey" CD. You've learned that 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. are the absolute worst
times to try to take a shower (and even
if a stall was open, you wouldn't use
it unless it was "your stall"). You
also know all of your floor mates'
boyfriends by name, as you've
recently found yourself brush's ing your teeth next to them.
&X Just don't make any late. \ night bathroom visits.
Two pairs of feet in the
shower instead of one
is no longer an uncommon occurrence.
Dorm bathrooms are
the perfect girl-bonding location. Long
showers in the winter lead to lengthy
conversations between you and the girl to
your left, and a Saturday night wouldn't
be complete without holding back the hair
of one of your neighbors while she gets
rid of her townhouse party in the toilet
and on the surrounding tile (I lost a great
pair of shoes this way).
Though friendships can flourish
through this freshman year Rite of Passage, I wouldn't go back to a communal
bathroom if you paid me. After all, who
knows who's been showering in "your
stall?"
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CAREER CORNER

Best
Deals In

On-Campus Recruiting
Upcoming Application Deadlines
Financial Representative
Financial Representative Intern
TechTarget
Account Executive
The Hartford Financial ServicesClaims Representative
Navigant Consulting Inc.
Engineering Consultant
Gartner Inc.
Software Developer
ICON International
Broadcast Media Buyer

Town

wave

7A^INC

sruoio

Northwestern Mutual

11/14/07
11/15/07
11/20/07
11/23/07
11/30/07
11/30/07

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?

Company Presentation
Navigant Consulting
Morgan Stanley

11/13/07
11/29/07

5:00p.m. - 6:30p.m.
5:00p.m. - 6:30p.m.

Kelley Center
Kelley Center

Old tanning bulbs?

Accepting Offers...
Accepting an offer is an agreement that is expected to be honored. After accepting
an offer, candidates must withdraw from the job search process and notify the CPC
and any organizations with offers pending. Students who have accepted employment
are no longer eligible to participate in the On-Campus Recruiting programs. Make
sure that this is a position you really want. Do you need more time? You're not sure
how you should handle the situation. Contact the Career Planning Center.

fM M

GREAT STUDENT RATES!
T

Career Planning Center Drop-In Hours
Do you have a quick question? Want your resume reviewed?
Come to drop-in hours on Fridays from 1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Career Planning Center.. ..Kelley Center.. .254-4081.

r

FREE

*15!66

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rex* Tpk.
Fairfield 1203-367-8540

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield 1203-367-8540
VW* ihn coucon. Not vafiti w* Mt*» odifS

With this coupon. Not v»iid with other offers.

J

Fairfield
^UNIVERSITY

JL

1871

BLACK ROCK TPK

I

b

FAIRFIELD

I
_ _ _ J

1203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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What are your

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

thoughts on FairfielcTs

by Anastasia Alimaras

registration process?
It totally screws everyone who
isn't an athlete or a senion

It's a very stressful process. They
should also have more%
classes for electives.

* -Joe Ottaviano '08

--Meghan.McKee '10
*#

It's kind of confusing. Ijust really
haven't figured it out yet.

/ think it's too hard and
really inconvenient.

—Christine Steverman '11
-Pat Judge'10

-w"

It'sfreakin' hectic!
. " ..." •'

—Jess Binder ' 10
J^_

:?.':■'.

...:■

For me it's easy because I have a scholarship and apply online, but in general
it's very conjusing because there is not a
lot ofhelp when you need it.
-Kyle Prem^v

■

Follow th e signs

ic! berlin

to a great career

See clearly. Look amazing.

at Ernst & Young.

Glance
Xyr-optical
1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.glancect.com

Student discount 15%

Trying to decide which way to take
your career? At Ernst & Young, you'll
gain invaluable experience delivering
quality services to world-class clients.
And with each new challenge, you'll
take another step towards a great
future. So join a team where all signs
point to your growth and success...
and keep moving in the right direction.
Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and
our Facebook.com group.

Hours:
Sunday through Thursday

11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

FORTUNE'

100 BEST

11 a.m. - midnight

COMPANIES £

Sodexho
Campus Services

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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CHRIS HALISKOE

Mirror Sports 3x5

Assistant
Commentary
Editor

The Questions
If there was a cold rain shower at
a Jets game, I would have left the
1-8 team. But seeing some girls
wet from the rain was the highlight
of my weekend.
Bailey, but only for bringing the
British accent to FU. On the other
hand, there is no way I could kick
one by Maron.

Oh crap, we play Wake this year!
Can we beat Bridgeport if we play
them again?

If you have to pick a guinea from
the city, you pick Giuliani. Anyway, just have Brian Cashman
run the team because he already
does.
——=*|

iQplblrt dropped out ... so, yeah,
lM|js still going to get more votes
thanlboil.

5. Who would get more prespential votes: Stephen Colbert olftfagg
Coll?
mm

ONE
FREE
PLATINUM TAN
with lotion
packette purchase.
Must show photo 1.0. Consecutive day tanning.
One tan per day. No sharing of packages/memberships.
Cannot be combined with any other offer. Limit one
coupon per customer.
© 2007 Beach Bum Tanning

SUNLESS TANS

Beach Bum Tanning

FAIRFIELD
1330 Post Road

(203) 292-6888
Open 7 days a week • 9 am 'til midnight

WHEN YOU REFER A FRIEND.
See store for details.

FAIRFIELD STAG
CARDS ACCEPTED

1 888 SUN TANN
beachbumtanning.com
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Cavallaro finishes season with team record in assists
CONTINUED FROM P.

20

Women's Soccer MAAC Tournament

Cavallaro.
On Friday, the Stags played one of their more important
games as they faced off against Loyola.
The Greyhounds went up 2-0 quickly, but the Stags
rallied back to tie the game and send it into overtime where
neither team could break through. The tie secured Fairfield
a spot in the MAAC Tournament and the win against Iona
gave the Stags the second seed.
"I think that [the game against Loyola] was the best
game we played all season," said Breitenwischer. She said
that although the Stags scored a bunch of goals on senior
day, they did not play as well as they could have.
O'Brien, who met with his defense during halftime,
said: "We've given up goals that we shouldn't. We need
to focus more."
The Stags will face Loyola in the first round of the
MAAC Tournament on Friday at 4 p.m. The Stags are familiar with the Greyhounds after playing them last Friday
in their comeback tie.
The team hopes to improve on last year's first round
MAAC exit and return to the NCAA Tournament for the
first time since 2005.
Marist won the regular season championship and will
face Siena at 7 p.m. on Friday as well.
The championship game will be played on Sunday at
noon and shown nationally on ESPNU.

1. Marist
Friday, Nov. 9
7 p.m.
4. Niagara

Championship
Sunday, Nov. 11
Noon
On ESPNU

2. Fairfield
Friday, Nov. 9
4 p.m.
3. Loyola

Hosted by Marist
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Graphic by Elyse Raby

Men's soccer clinches third seed in MAAC tournament
: CONTINUED

FROM P.

20

:lyse Raby>

Mirror

Unlikely hero: Tucker Nathans '11 scored the gamewinning goal for the Stags against Iona on a free kick in
overtime.. Nathans played defense for most of the game
and was called upon to take the freekick and converted.

emony. The players were escorted onto the field by their
parents and received a framed soccer ball and flowers.
Seniors Sam Bailey, Steve Desmond, Mike Vanasse,
Francini and Skara all walked onto Lessing Field for the
final time in their careers, unless they return home for a
NCAA tournament game. Bailey, Desmond and Vanasse
all played, while Francini and Skara were forced to sit out
with injuries.
The class of 2008 has recorded 45 wins together, including two of the biggest in school history — a MAAC
Championship win over St. Peter's and then a win in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament over UConn, both
last season.
"I am delighted to see them get a win in their final
game at home," said Rees. "I have a deep feeling for them.
They gave me my proudest moment in my coaching career,
and we will be forever connected because of that.
"I really want the best for them, we want to make the
best out of this opportunity; it is a real privilege to do this.
I am real proud of them."
Francini, who is still recovering from a broken hand,
which he suffered earlier this season, was on the sidelines,
but no longer in a cast.
He sat on the bench his first two seasons at Fairfield,
learning from one of the Stags' all-time great goalkeepers, Andrew Frankel '05, before making his mark in the
2006 season. Francini led the Stags to 15 wins, a school
record.
He posted a MAAC-best: 0.80 goals against average.
He also earned a spot on the All-MAAC First Team last
season. The Oakland, N.J., native and Don Bosco Prep
graduate played in nine games this season before breaking

Fairfield University

Fairfield Automotive Service

"Student Only Special"

Same Owner • Same Service • Since 1977

CHOICE #1

All Foriegn and Domestic Automotive Repair

Large Cheese

$7.50

Student Special
} 0% off products
with your Stag Card

+ tM

■Uililioml tuppings S2.CH

330-0085

FREE DELIVERY
(SI 0.00 minimum)

CHOICE #4
Buy Any Large Salad i
Get Garlic Bread i

FREE

!

CHOICE #2
Large Cheese
& 2-liter soda
$9.50 +tas

Buy Any 3 Grinders
Get One FREE

CHOICE #5
2 Large Cheese

CHOICE #6
2 Large Pizzas
w/2 Toppings

$16.00 lax

Get Buffalo Wings FREE I

-Viidinonal topping $2.00

CHOICE #3

AdditioBil topping $2.00

his hand. He had 0.92 goals against average at the time of
his injury, ranking among the best in the MAAC again.
Skara was also unable to play on senior night, but
will be remembered as one of the best defenders in school
history. He has anchored a defense that has been among
the MAAC best in goals against average the past two seasons; Skara earned Defensive Player of the Year honors
last year.
Vanasse came into the game off the bench in the second half to play for the second time this season. The 6'2"
midfielder from Naugatuck, Conn., played in 28 games
over his career, including both of the NCAA tournament
games as a reserve, recording two points in his career.
Desmond, a 5'11" midfielder from New Providence,
N.J., made his eighth start in his 16th game of the season,
the 62nd game of his career. In his junior season, Desmond
had his best year as a Stag, recording six points, two goals
and two assists. He started 15 games, including all four
in the post-season.
Bailey started for the 72nd consecutive game, dating
back to his freshman season. He only missed one career
game, the final game of the 2004 season. He sits as the
all-time goals and points scorer in Fairfield history, with
23 goals and 61 points. He also ranks second in career
assists with 16.
"It feels great to leave with a win," said Bailey. "We
didn't want to walk off without a win, but the season isn't
over."
"We have 10 days to put our heads down and work
the hardest we can," he added. "It's like preseason number
two; we want to go down there and show them what we are
made of. We did it last year, and we can do it again."

JOHN AND DAVID BOGARDUS
2149 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06824
I

(203) 259-6500
Fax (203) 259-2787

We Sell Quality
Used Cars

SPORTS

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Cooley as a cucumber
BY KEITH CONNORS

On this particular night, there wasn't even the slightest hint of anger in Head Coach
Ed Cooley's voice.
Following a game marked by turnovers, sloppy plays and a myriad of player rotations
involving everyone on the Stags' roster, Cooley remained as composed and optimistic
as ever.
On Friday night, during the first game played this season at Harbor Yard, the Stags
defeated nearby Bridgeport University, 72-61, thanks to an impressive second-half
surge.
The Purple Knights challenged Fairfield for a majority of the game, leading by as
many as four points with 4:59 remaining
in the first.
If not for a Devin Johnson '10 lay-in
as time expired in the first half, which
gave Fairfield a two-point advantage,
the Stags may have been losing to a
Division II program heading into the
half.
"We'll go back home tonight and
watch some film. It'll only get better
from here," said Cooley. "We had our
Halloween costumes tonight."
Still, Cooley maintained that the
shoddy play did not concern him.
"I think it is [the nature of scrimmages]," said Cooley. "We played really
well for four minutes. So, for 36 minutes, it was guys learning out there."
Cooley added that he specifically
made an effort to a variety of different groupings that may or may not be
indicative of the team's thoughts on
personnel heading into the season.
srmieTdir
"I think any time you try to play 14
Leaping forward: Devin Johnson '10 and
guys — we had a set amount of minutes
Greg Nero '10 both jump for a rebound
that we wanted to try to make sure guys
against Bridgeport, in a game which the
got on the floor," said Cooley. "I think
Stags won 72-61.
the most anybody played was probably
26 minutes."
Perhaps the most promising sign of the evening was the strong showing by junior
guard Jon Han, who many consider this season's heir to the leadership role Michael Van
Schaick '07 vacated.
Han recorded a double-double on the evening, finishing with 12 points and 10 assists. He was one of four Stags who finished in double-digits, led by sophomore forward
Greg Nero with 14.
"I expect him to raise intensity. Jon will probably be one of our leading minutes
guys because of his experience and his ball-handling ability," said Cooley.
After the game, Cooley stressed the fact that the scrimmage was a chance for Fairfield
to work on offensive cohesion and it was nothing more than a glorified practice.
"We tried to keep the playbook relatively short," said Cooley. "We wanted to see
how we look in transition."
"We really just wanted to get our guys out here," said Cooley. "At the end of the
day, we aren't competing with Bridgeport; we're competing with Loyola and Siena and
the best teams in this [conference]."
With the preseason concluding, the Stags now turn their attention to the journey
ahead.
The outset of the out-of-conference schedule takes the Stags on a trip down "Tobacco
Road," as the Stags open the season against Wake Forest on Friday, Nov. 9.
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Women's basketball rolls to
victory over Bridgeport
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

they have to earn it every day in practice."
Frager explained that he wants a rotation
of 9-10 players so that the women will know
their roles and what is expected of them.
Baendu Lowenthal '09 was second in the
game in points scored with 13, and teamed
with Geehan, Stephanie Cziria '08 and Tara
Flaherty '10 to help the Stags form a solid
frontcourt.
Lauren Groom '09, Meka Werts '08,
Shireyll Moore '08 and Joelle Nawrocki' 11
switched off as the third guard or small forward on the floor.
Despite winning by a large margin, Frager
said Fairfield can still improve.
"It's a matter of a learning curve," said
Frager. "Our decision-making at times needs
to be better."
Wrice agreed that she could have played
better in the game.
"I know I have room for improvement,"
she said.
However, Frager interjected with a smile
saying, "I thought she was pretty good."

Stephanie Geehan '10 raised her arms
and swatted the ball, blocking Bridgeport's
first shot. With that, the women's basketball
season was underway.
Fairfield and Division II Bridgeport met
Friday night at the Arena at Harbor Yard for
an exhibition match-up featuring two local
schools. Fairfield controlled nearly the entire
game and won easily, 80-35.
"I thought it was a good dry run," said
first-year Head Coach Joe Frager. "We want
to get the kinks out."
Sabra Wrice '08, who scored 25 points
in only 23 minutes, led the Stags. She hit 10
of her 15 shots, including three of six from
beyond the arc — well beyond the arc, J.J.
Reddick style.
"From the jump we wanted to be intense,"
said Wrice. "Personally, I want to play as
intense as possible."
Fairfield's intensity showed on the defensive end as the Stags held Bridgeport to 26.7
percent shooting and the Purple
Eagles to only 11 points in the second half. Fairfield blocked seven
shots and stole the ball 16 times.
"That's one of the keys," said
Frager. "We need to apply ball
pressure."
The exhibition game was a
chance for the women to play
against a competitive opponent.
"I wanted to see us execute
better offensively," said Frager.
"I wanted us to keep focused and
play with intensity throughout the
entire game."
The Stags struggled playing in
the half-Court offense consistently
last year, but ran the offense well
against Bridgeport.
Point guard Megan Caskin '09
dished out four assists and committed one turnover while scoring
seven points. Niya Santiago' 11 ran
the offense as well for an extended
time, racking up five assists with
two turnovers.
Eleven women played a significant amount of time for the
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
Stags.
Battling through a trap: Lauren Groom '09 looks
"Right now that is our rota- to make a pass against Bridgeport. The Stags won
tion," said Frager. "But it is subject easily 80-35 behind 25 points from star guard Sabra
to change. The players know that Wrice.

Lee sets career digs record in volleyball victory
CONTINUED FROM P.

20

there, Fairfield went on to a 30-17 victory, and
Oliver recorded the final kill of the match.
"We executed really well for about two
and a half games; we had some mental and
unforced errors midway through game two,"
said Head Coach C.J. Werneke, "but we
came back in game three and showed what
we were made of."
The five seniors were honored before
the game.
"Without a doubt they are the building
blocks and the foundation of the program
that we have been building since I have been
here," said Werneke. "Those five seniors
exemplify everything we want in a student
athlete and have touched everybody here
and will have an impact on our program for
years to come."
Campbell, a San Diego, Calif., native,
fell victim to an injury before the first home
game of the season and missed the rest of her
senior year. She was off to one of the best
starts of her career with 75 total blocks and
41 kills, finishing her career with 400 and

125, respectively, in 75 matches.
Oliver, also from San Diego, is having
her best season as a Stag, with 10 doubledoubles and a team high in kills per game.
She has been the MAAC Player of the Week
twice and is the ninth Stag to record 1,000
or more kills in a career, sitting at eighth
all-time in the record books.
Hanohano, Pa'akaula and Lee all come
from Hilo, HI, and have played together
since they were nine years old. All three attended the 150-student St. Joseph's High in
Hilo and travel together nearly 5,000 miles
to Fairfield annually.
Hanohano has battled injuries throughout her career but sits fifth on the Fairfield career list with 1,689 assists. She has provided
depth off the bench and contributed 27 assists earlier this season against Hofstra. She
also had a double-double against Niagara.
Pa'akaula made the switch from outside
hitter to libero this season and became the
sixth Stag to record 1,000 kills and 1,000
digs in a career, ranking in the top-five
all-time in both categories. She also has
125 career aces, which his eighth all-time.

She has also been named to the
All-MAAC team twice in her
career.
Lee will be remembered as
one of the top volleyball players
in Fairfield history, earning the ^
2006 MAAC Offensive Player
of the Year honors last season
and recording 1,000 digs and
1,000 kills in her career. She
holds the career digs mark and
is third in career kills.
Lee said she is pleased with
her volleyball experiences at
Fairfield.
"It felt great to win on
??;-^M S*< ■■■■■■
senior day. It was emotional,"
said Lee. "It's been a fun ride.
Volleyball has been a great experience, playing for C.J. I loved
playing for him.
"~
"But most of all the people
have been around is the most
i ■ «s
HHH^^^^^^I
important thing. I have formed
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
relationships I will have for- Leaving a legacy: Senior Lindsey Lee celebrated her
Senior Day in style by breaking the career digs record.
ever," added Lee.
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Stars shine on Senior Day
Women's soccer secures second seed with dominating win over Rider
was named the MAAC Defensive Player
of the Year.
Church provided valuable leadership
For seniors Janna Breitenwischer,
on defense and was a four-year starter.
Amanda Vargo, Alex Caram, Brett MaShe was named to the All-MAAC First
ron and Mary Therese Church, their last
Team last season and scored five goals
home game was a fitting one.
during her career off penalty kicks.
The women's soccer team secured
"They [the seniors] supported me,"
the second seed in the MAAC Tournasaid O'Brien. "They were freshmen my
ment by defeating Iona 4-1 on Sunday
first year here, and they all bought into
afternoon.
what I was selling. We've improved evAll five seniors started the game and
ery year to where we are now consistently
made key contributions to the win, as
one of the top teams in the MAAC, and
well as throughout their careers.
it's all thanks to these five girls."
"It was bittersweet," said BreitenThe leaders of next season shined as
wischer. "It was a great four years, and it
well on senior day.
was nice to end on a good note."
Nicole Cavallaro' 11 had three assists
Women's soccer Head Coach Jim
in the game, setting a new school record
O'Brien said he was pleased with Brefor a single season with 16. She is now
itenwischer's two-goal performance but
seventh on the all-time list and ranks secjoked that he wanted three.
ond
nationally in assists per game with .8
Breitenwischer tied the career record
:aty/The Mirror
per game. For her efforts she was named
for starts by a Stag with 77 and knocked All smiles: The senior class of 2008, from left: Brett Maron, Alex Caram, Jenna Breitenwischer,
in the first two goals of the game. She is Amanda Vargo, and Mary Therese Church, surrounded by friends, family and coaches on Senior the MAAC Rookie of the Week.
Casey Frobey '10 was named the
11th all-time in assists in program history Day. The Stags won 4-1, defeating Rider to close the season in second place in the MAAC.
MAAC Offensive Player of the Week
with 12. She was also named to the AllCaram is eighth all-time in assists in program history with an assist against Loyola, and a goal and an assist in
MAAC Academic Team the past two seasons and as well
with 15, and ranks 10th in career points with 47. She was the win over Rider.
as the All-MAAC Rookie Team.
Cavallaro leads the MAAC in points and assists with
"I love soccer," she said, "and playing with these girls named to the All-MAAC First Team last season.
Maron's bid for the career shutout record was stymied 30 and 16, respectively. Frobey is first in goal with 11 and
for the past four years has been a dream come true."
Vargo has scored four goals in her career, along with by a Rider goal with 20:47 left in the game. She is in second third in points with 26.
Ahna Johnson '09 scored a goal off a corner kick from
five assists. She narrowly missed several scoring opportuni- place with 24 shutouts all-time. Her goaltending has been
ties on Sunday. She was named to the MAAC All-Academic a key factor in the Stags' success. She was named to the
NSCA A All-Northeast Region Third Team last season and
Team the past two seasons.
SEE "CAVALLARO" ON P. 18
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Volleyball wins 14th straight MAAC match
last time in the MAAC tournament. The Stags
will look for the one thing that has eluded
Perfect 18-0 MAAC season in 2006. them throughout their careers: a trip to the
Impressive 49-3 in conference play over NCAA Tournament.
four seasons. Three MAAC Regular Season
It was these seniors who led the way on
Championships.
the day held in honor of them. Lee broke the
Volleyball's senior players of 2008 will career digs record, previously held by Laube remembered as one of the most dominat- ren Laramore '05, with her 1,623rd career
ing classes in Fairfield volleyball history, dig, finishing the match with 13. She also
finishing the regular season with a 3-0 (30- added nine kills and three blocks. Oliver
16, 30-28, 30-17) win over Manhattan on continued her breakout season with her 10th
Sunday to move to 18-10 overall and 15-1 double-double of the season, recording 17
in MAAC play.
kills and 10 digs. Hanohano added 15 assists
It was the team's 14th consecutive and a season-high four aces, while Pa'akaula
MAAC victory.
had a match-high 25 digs.
Seniors Lauren Campbell, who is out
The Stags rolled to a 30-16 victory in
for the season with an injury, Ashley Hano- the first game, pulling ahead to a 16-12 lead
hano, Lindsey Lee, Kelly Oliver and Jazmin and then allowing only four more points on
Pa'akaula, but will play at Alumni Hall one the game.
In the second game,
the Stags rushed out to
a 28-19 lead, but then
slipped back and allowed Manhattan to
creep back in, and eventually make the score
29-28. But sophomores
Katie Mann and Barbie
Thistle leaped to the occasion and made a block
to win the game.
In the third game,
Fairfield returned to its
dominating form with
Hanohano leading the
way. She had seven
straight serves, including three aces, bringing
the score to 13-10 in
Elyse Raby/The Mirror favor of the Stags. From
Getting lei'd: Jazmin Pa'akaula and the rest of the senior class
SEE "LEE" ON P. 19
three of whom are from Hawaii, received leis on senior day.
BY TOM CLEARY

Men's soccer shuts out Iona in overtime
BY TOM CLEARY

On a night when seniors on the men's soccer
team were honored for
their accomplishments, it
was two freshmen who
played the pivotal roles in
the victory over the Iona
Gaels Saturday night at
Lessing Field.
In the 98th minute,
with the game in overtime
and the scored tied at zero,
forward Matthew Uy '11
was taken down hard as
he hustled to get control
of the ball about 20 yards
away from the goal. Head
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
Coach Carl Rees called Finishing strong: Senior goalkeeper J.P. Francini and his
upon defender Tucker Na- classmates were honored for their successful careers at
thans Ml to take the free Fairfield on Saturday night, before defeating Iona 1-0 in
kick and shouted from the overtime.'
sideline, "Shoot Tucker!"
all key defensive players.
Nathans shot and the ball sailed into
Despite the injuries, the Stags' tough
the right corner of the net and past the defense returned to its usual form, bouncGaels' goalkeeper Nils Binstock to give ing back from the 4-0 loss to Marist and
Fairfield the 1-0 victory.
shutting out Iona. Freshman Jordan Bar
The Stags (10-5-2 overall, 5-3-1 made his first start in goal and earned his
MAAC) moved into third place with the first career shutout.
victory in their last game of the season
"Injuries have been a factor, but it
before the MAAC tournament, which will would be unfair to the rest of our players if I
be played Nov. 14-18 at the Wide World of said we couldn't cope with that," said Rees.
Sports Complex in Disney World.
"We are 10-5-2, we played the toughest
"We need to keep improving and hope- out-of-conference schedule in the MAAC
fully get a little more healthy before the and we are in there. It's different, but we
tournament," said Rees. "We are far from are giving ourselves a chance."
the complete picture. We just want to give
Prior to the game, Fairfield honored
one of the most accomplished classes in
it our best shot at this." •
Fairfield played again without four school history with its senior night cerstarters: Tom Skara '08, Tom Clements '09,
J.P. Francini '08 and David Piedrahita '10,
SEE "MEN'S" ON P. 18

